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A Suburban Express employee solicits people waiting in line
for a Peoria Charter bus  by dhamster in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  3 points 26 minutes ago 

Agreed.
Dennis is a very intelligent person and knows how to run
a business. For example, his online posts attacking
critics do a good job of suppressing criticism.
Over the past year, people have been repeatedly
advising me to stop talking about SubEx because they
were concerned about my SubEx page and other
attempts by Dennis to target me. Also my old Reddit
account, /u/gulugawa became synonymous with my
real-life identity thanks to the harassment, which
convinced me to take the mistaken step of deleting the
account.
permalink context full comments (3)

The Suburban Express  (theblacksheeponline.com)
submitted 21 hours ago by GuluOne  to /r/UIUC
comment share

Suburban Express Lawsuit Question  by [deleted] in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 day ago* 

Student Legal Services successfully beat suburban
express in a similar lawsuit in Champaign. Contact
Thomas Betz tbetz@illinois.edu for more info.
Go here and look up case number 13SC001653 here
https://secure.jtsmith.com/clerk/yytt331s.asp
permalink context full comments (5)

Suburban Express re-files lawsuits, bans Highland Park passengers  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 4 points 2 days ago 

I am against Dennis, not Suburban Express.
Dennis has serious problems resolving conflicts with other people and should not be running a
business.
permalink context full comments (41)

What is up with all the Indian recruiting firms?  by btuman in cscareerquestions
[–] GuluOne  10 points 2 days ago 

False.
Most of the software developers in India are not very good. The skilled software developers in India
generally move to the US or another country.
permalink context full comments (37)

What is up with all the Indian recruiting firms?  by btuman in cscareerquestions
[–] GuluOne  0 points 2 days ago 
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I'm Indian and I have no respect for them.
They are often recent immigrants or people living in India. They operate by spamming people with
low-rate jobs and hoping someone responds so they can collect a commission. Most of them know
almost nothing about programming or US geography.
permalink context full comments (37)

I'm getting a D in CS241... Am I screwed?  by _cs in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 days ago 

Probably not. A D is still passing.
Also, there is probably going to be a curve, so don't worry too much until you see your final grade.
permalink context full comments (10)

Wow, Ulm Stronk  by droyster in eu4
[–] GuluOne  7 points 2 days ago 

/r/ulmgonewild
permalink context full comments (2)

Suburban Express re-files lawsuits, bans Highland Park passengers  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 7 points 2 days ago 

If Dennis is a good guy, then what is his justification for the following actions?

Posting sexual remarks that got him arrested.
Discussing someone's suicide attempts.
Constantly trying to make Wikipedia edits using throwaway IPs to make him and his company
look better.

permalink context full comments (41)

Cheating on Final Exam  by uiucthrowaway2014 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  5 points 3 days ago 

Nice job.
permalink context full comments (48)

Sublease roommate needed for UIUC Apartment  by lexxinoelle in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 3 days ago 

I'll rent the room for $1 per month.
permalink context full comments (7)

Would you recommend I get a car if I wanted to take girls on dates?  by Thounumber1 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 3 days ago 

I never needed one.
permalink context full comments (23)

Would you recommend I get a car if I wanted to take girls on dates?  by Thounumber1 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 3 days ago 

Don't waste your money.
The bus system in C-U is great and will take you almost anywhere in the area and it is free for
students. There are also plenty of date spots within walking distance of campus.
permalink context full comments (23)

Suburban Express re-files lawsuits, bans Highland Park passengers  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 14 points 3 days ago 

Peoria Charter is their only significant competition, and they do not currently have the capacity to
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carry as many customers as Suburban Express.
A few years ago, another company called LEX was a major competitor, but they were arguably worse.
LEX was forced to shutdown, which left a huge opening for Suburban Express.
Also, the owner probably has a lot of money saved up and can afford to run Suburban Express at a
loss for some time.
permalink context full comments (41)

Suburban Express re-files lawsuits, bans Highland Park passengers  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 10 points 3 days ago 

I just read that their case against Jeremy Leval was dismissed last week.
https://w3.courtlink.lexisnexis.com/cookcounty/Finddock.asp?DocketKey=CABE0MD0AACAJD0SD
permalink context full comments (41)

Suburban Express re-files lawsuits, bans Highland Park passengers  (dailyillini.com)
submitted 3 days ago by GuluOne  to /r/UIUC
41 comments share

The goddamn Loch Ness Monster opened a bakery right in the nation's capitol!  by AManAPlanACanalPeru in
southpark

[–] GuluOne  5 points 4 days ago 

I ain't gonna give you no tree fiddy.
permalink context full comments (46)

The US no longer considers Cuba a rival  (cnn.com)
submitted 4 days ago by GuluOne  to /r/paradoxpolitics
9 comments share

Fun OPM nation?  by corbettjj in eu4
[–] GuluOne  1 point 4 days ago 

/r/ulmgonewild
permalink context full comments (27)

Would it be better for my career to learn Rails or Node.js? Node.js seems to be climbing in popularity and
still going. There seems to be a bit less jobs than RoR, but for how long?  by AzuObs in cscareerquestions

[–] GuluOne  1 point 7 days ago 

Why is this comment being upvoted?
RoR is a legitimate tool for development, even if it isn't as popular as Node.js.
permalink context full comments (8)

Reddit, How do you reply to those who make fun of your music taste ?  by diamondx911 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 8 days ago 

Ignore them or make fun of their music taste.
permalink context full comments (61)

What are some tips on how to stay safe in a city I've never been to before?  by Brometheus96 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 8 days ago 

Put your phone away when walking.
permalink context full comments (14)

What's a lot harder than people think?  by PetevonPete in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 8 days ago 

Getting a job.
permalink context full comments (167)
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Reddit, what piece of information or skill did you grow up assuming was common knowledge only to find
out later in life that no one else seems to know it?  by nowgetbacktowork in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  10 points 8 days ago 

Getting les than 6 hours of sleep per night is bad.
permalink context full comments (128)

Hey reddit,What is your motivation to study?  by Corpetit in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 8 days ago 

Avoid failing.
permalink context full comments (14)
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sorted by: 

What gets better as you grow older?  by karatekick16 in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 8 days ago 

Sleeping
permalink context full comments (23)

Asians of reddit, what is your best "Asian Parents" story?  by
snowcroc in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  7 points 8 days ago 

/r/asianparentstories
permalink context full comments (101)

Reddit, what do you waste time on?  by Spleefeh in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 8 days ago 

Lying in bed after I wake up.
permalink context full comments (42)

[Serious] What did you have for breakfast?  by
ToadflaxSeed in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 8 days ago 

Nothing. I woke up at noon.
permalink context full comments (369)

Suburban Express/Illini Shuttle coupons codes for
Christmas break?  by aunjscmdnkjzh in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  6 points 9 days ago 

It's not a legitimate question. The post is from a new
account created by Suburban Express.
permalink context full comments (9)

Suburban Express/Illini Shuttle coupons codes for Christmas break?  by aunjscmdnkjzh in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  7 points 9 days ago 

Nice try Dennis. You aren't going to fool us with a new account.
permalink context full comments (9)

$6 off Peoria Charter tickets for Winter Break.  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 22 points 10 days ago 

Redditor for 14 minutes.....
I wouldn't be surprised if /u/nothankspcc was from Suburban Express.
permalink context full comments (10)

$6 off Peoria Charter tickets for Winter Break.  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 10 days ago by GuluOne  to /r/UIUC
10 comments share

Need help with a hit and run!  by melisseconduitlesbus in chicago
[–] GuluOne  4 points 13 days ago 

Shop the reddit Marketplace
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/u/melisseconduitlesbus is a Suburban Express employee, but does not sound like Dennis.
permalink context full comments (17)

Suburban Express is asking reddit for help now?  by professorpan in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  0 points 13 days ago 

Even if insurance covers this, Dennis will probably see his insurance premiums go up.
permalink context full comments (26)

Whats the most annoying piece of overused advice?  by thisnameisnotfakejk in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 13 days ago 

Get over it.
permalink context full comments (98)

Reporter ripped for revealing alleged UVA rape victim's name  by mermlgloop in UVA
[–] GuluOne  4 points 14 days ago 

Agreed, this is distracting people from the real issue.
permalink context full comments (11)

What are your methods of getting over someone?  by Krainz in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 14 days ago 

Spend time with friends to distract yourself.
permalink context full comments (298)

How did you find out about reddit?  by thebaldchihuahua in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 14 days ago 

A friend who was distracted in my school's computer lab.
permalink context full comments (15)

What's the biggest scam that no one cares or knows about?  by im_dat_nigga in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 14 days ago 

I ain't gonna give you no tree fiddy
permalink context full comments (7751)

What rip-off is better than the original?  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 14 days ago 

Generic drugs
permalink context full comments (3)

Non-Americans of Reddit. What is socially unacceptable in your country?  by Faze_Taurus in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  4 points 14 days ago 

Killing cows for meat.
permalink context full comments (135)

What annoys you the most about reddit?  by resampL in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  9 points 14 days ago 

Use of the down vote button when they disagree with a comment.
permalink context full comments (491)

Travelers of Reddit, what are the most underrated places on Earth?  by SirLut in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 14 days ago 

India.
There are plenty of nice tourist places there and things are very cheap.
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permalink context full comments (41)

What are some ways to make finals week a little less stressful?  by Captain_Plunger in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 14 days ago 

Get a good night sleep and have a social life.
Too much studying is bad for you.
permalink context full comments (4)

What is something that you find odd/gross that society accepts as normal?  by Zodiac1 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 14 days ago 

Getting drunk in public.
permalink context full comments (8)

Finals Advice for Freshmen?  by bigdogg96 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  5 points 14 days ago 

Start studying now.
Schedule time to study every day, and make sure you spend time on every class.
If possible, avoid studying in front of a computer. It is very easy to get distracted by the
Internet.
Make sure you maintain a healthy balance between studying and fun. Spending too much time
studying will hurt your grades if it comes at the expense of your health or social life.

permalink context full comments (26)

Smash Bros creator says he's unlikely to make another game in the series, suggests that if the series
goes on it will be without him  by Noiblade in smashbros

[–] GuluOne  1 point 17 days ago 

http://imgur.com/gallery/Wxzbl
permalink context full comments (1205)

All I did was make tiny Venice my vassal  by danniemcq in eu4
[–] GuluOne  1 point 17 days ago* 

I was talking about the late game at the point where you can steamroll coalitions. You are in a
situation where you can survive a coalition war. On the other hand, a small nation is incapable for
surviving a coalition war without allies.
I agree that wrecking game balance would be an issue. I was thinking of making the cost/province
maintenance much more significant so that a larger nation pays a greater portion of their income.
For example, an OPM such as Navarra or Ragusa would pay a minuscule maintenance fee that is less
than 1% of their income, but a large nation such as a late game AI France would have to pay around
100-500 ducats per month.
permalink context full comments (35)

All I did was make tiny Venice my vassal  by danniemcq in eu4
[–] GuluOne  -2 points 18 days ago 

AE in EU4 is annoying and does not effectively restrict expansion once you get powerful enough.
AE should be scrapped and replaced with a system like Civ IV that makes you pay a maintenance fee
for each province depending on the number of provinces you own.
permalink context full comments (35)
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sorted by: 

Walmart will donate a total of $1.5 million to 75 food
pantries this holiday season  by Renegade_Meister in
UpliftingNews

[–] GuluOne  1 point 18 days ago 

They make $500 billion per year. $1.5 million is pocket
change for them.
permalink context full comments (3)

If you could change one thing about any of the Star Wars
movies, what would it be?  by vintanner in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  5 points 19 days ago 

Get rid of Jar Jar.
permalink context full comments (148)

What has been the biggest first world problem you've ever
been presented with?  by Romeisburningtonight in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 19 days ago 

Getting bored on a long plane ride because my laptop
battery ran out.
permalink context full comments (281)

PSY's 'Gangnam Style' Has More Views Than
YouTube Can Count Pure Tech  (fuse.tv)
submitted 19 days ago by GuluOne  to /r/technology
18 comments share

Alright reddit, the premiere question of the season. What's
the worst present you've ever received on Christmas / Hannukkah / whatever the hell your holiday is?  by
TheCaptainCog in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 19 days ago 

A broken remote control car.
permalink context full comments (14)

What is a movie we can all agree as being deep?  by free_the_stuff in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 19 days ago 

Inception
permalink context full comments (8)

Adults of Reddit, do you see toy commercials this time of year and just wish you were a kid again?  by
Mel_Gibsons_Sanity in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 19 days ago 

No. I like having the money to buy things.
permalink context full comments (6)

Why are you on Reddit right now? What are you postponing?  by Danielsax in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 19 days ago 

Sleeping
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permalink context full comments (14)

What is a quote that you will never forget because it resonates with you?  by Dollmytee in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  5 points 19 days ago 

Is mayonnaise an instrument?
permalink context full comments (70)

What technologies that are all the rage at the moment will be obsolete in 10 years?  by MyUserSucks in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 19 days ago 

Cars that require gas to run.
permalink context full comments (10)

What one word best describes your state?  by redditicantquityou in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 19 days ago 

Can't argue with that.
permalink context full comments (289)

What one word best describes your state?  by redditicantquityou in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 19 days ago 

Contractors
permalink context full comments (289)

Adults with no children, what do you do with all that extra time and money?  by diceman89 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 19 days ago 

Board games.
permalink context full comments (1388)

What was the first music video you ever saw?  by samsquanch321 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 19 days ago 

Here it Goes Again
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Here_It_Goes_Again
permalink context full comments (25)

Reddit, what do you do while you poo?  by bilbofunbaggins in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 19 days ago 

Reddit
permalink context full comments (39)

[Serious] You are forced to marry the current person that you are seeing or sleeping with. How
happy/upset are you with the outcome?  by SwizzBeats in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 19 days ago 

Guess I'm marrying my laptop.
permalink context full comments (30)

If you had to die based on your username, how would you meet your demise?  by dr_cocks in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 19 days ago 

Finding myself stranded in a Ugandan city without any money.
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulu
permalink context full comments (284)

What sound do you hate?  by eninc in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  67 points 20 days ago 
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1

Loud chewing.
permalink context full comments (555)

What is the worst job you ever had?  by PM_me_singlegirls in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 20 days ago 

Worked at a software company where we were worked in hallway desks and substandard laptops
without a mouse or extra monitor. My productivity wasn't helped by the fact that I could hear the CEO
yelling at people.
permalink context full comments (93)

If you paid for a video game by the amount you enjoyed it/got out of it, what video game would you pay
the most for?  by nathworkman in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  12 points 20 days ago 

Rise of Nations.
permalink context full comments (604)

Hey Reddit, What is the best way to save money?  by EcnikZone in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 20 days ago 

Don't eat out every day.
permalink context full comments (66)

Do you have an answer in which someone can then give the question for?  by SupineProtoplasm in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 20 days ago 

Yes
permalink context full comments (175)

Is this job underpaid? If so how much should it pay?  by realmisc in cscareerquestions
[–] GuluOne  2 points 20 days ago 

$15/hr is far too low, especially for a job in NYC.
Also, the fact that the job posting doesn't list the company name is questionable.
permalink context full comments (46)

Beggar with orange jacket and Santa hat on Metro  (self.nova)
submitted 20 days ago by GuluOne  to /r/nova
7 comments share

What is the dumbest/most annoying thing your neighbors have ever done?  by JeCsGirl in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 20 days ago 

Had a group study session outside my door because they wanted to leech off someone's WiFi.
They did not want to walk to the lounge and use the Wi-Fi there.
permalink context full comments (86)
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sorted by: 

Reddit, how tough are you?  by Lemikal in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 21 days ago 

How tough am I? You got a new bottle of ketchup? I'll
have you know I stubbed my toe last week while
watering my spice garden, and I only cried for twenty
minutes.
permalink context full comments (1361)

What are the worst websites to use as references to back
up facts?  by grodgeandgo in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  9 points 21 days ago 

BuzzFeed
permalink context full comments (102)

Why do people fear death?  by hellosirm in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 21 days ago 

Fear of the unknown.
permalink context full comments (6)

How to talk to professors? Failing online classes difficult
situation  by nervrevo77 in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  1 point 21 days ago 

A 55% in a class does not mean you will fail. Keep in
mind that classes are often curved, and you still have a
chance to improve your grades for the final exam or any
remaining assignments. The worst thing that can
happen is losing your scholarship.
Here is my advice.

Email all of your professors asking for advice on
how to do better for the rest of the semester.
Clearly explain your anxiety issues to your
professors. They should be willing to work with
you to improve your grades and make up work.
Find someone fun to do on a regular basis
outside your house that requires interacting with
other people. This is a great way to relax and
distract yourself from your anxiety issues. It will
also help your mood improve significantly, which
will help you concentrate when working.
When you are working at your computer, find a
way to minimize distractions such as aimless
Internet browsing and games.
Consider withdrawing from the classes if you
cannot salvage your grades. Students are often
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able to withdraw from a class late in the
semester for medical reasons.

permalink context full comments (8)

PCC, I hate that you let people down last nigh  by andrews1996 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 21 days ago 

Account was created in the past day.
Post is attacking Peoria Charter.

/u/andrews1996 is probably Dennis Toeppen or another SubEx employee.
permalink context full comments (9)

What's the best thing you've ever gotten for $10 or under?  by CompellingSex in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 21 days ago 

Earplugs
permalink context full comments (17)

When did your favourite show "jump the shark" and how?  by oursaviorjoe in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 21 days ago 

When Jim and Pam got married.
permalink context full comments (209)

Americans of Reddit, why do you still use the imperial system?  by Explosivepuppies in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 21 days ago 

Because everyone else here uses it.
permalink context full comments (15)

What phrase do people need to stop using?  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 21 days ago 

rekt
permalink context full comments (30)

Redditors that have never tried any psychoactive substance (including Alcohol), why not?  by
CamelShakers in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 21 days ago 

I don't trust myself to not do someone dumb.
permalink context full comments (27)

What is something from the 90s that we just can't do anymore?  by didroy in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 21 days ago 

Walk over to someone's house and ring their doorbell.
permalink context full comments (69)

AI forgets exiled units  by Xorondras in eu4
[–] GuluOne  1 point 22 days ago 

http://imgur.com/4jXEpPh
I just noticed the same issue and was about to post about it when I saw this thread.
permalink context full comments (10)

Whats the best Family Guy episode?  by c0lton in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 22 days ago 

The one where Peter forms his own country and goes to war with the US.
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permalink context full comments (4)

What do YOU think is the nerdiest thing you're into?  by Cyae1 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  4 points 22 days ago 

Complicated board games.
permalink context full comments (484)

If you could ride on a giant version of any animal, what would you ride?  by UndeadShawn in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 22 days ago 

A dog.
permalink context full comments (59)

What is something serious, but everyone considers a joke?  by TheLoverOfSatan in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 22 days ago 

Michelle Bachmann
permalink context full comments (2149)

What's the only way to answer this question?  by bensroommate in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 22 days ago 

No
permalink context full comments (34)

What is a "secret" about your country that many don't know about?  by cehughes3 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 22 days ago 

We have a democracy with politicians that are worse than the ones in the US.
permalink context full comments (12)

Which underrated Star Wars character should have their own movie?  by KittyShnooookems55 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  14 points 22 days ago 

Mace Windu
permalink context full comments (133)

What are some of the most overrated things in the world? Possibly [NSFW]  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 22 days ago 

Naples, Italy.
The place is full of garbage.
permalink context full comments (36)

What was your favorite toy as a child?  by NeglectedTamagotchi in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 23 days ago 

Knex
permalink context full comments (23)

What do you like to do by yourself in a public space to pass time?  by stopofferingmeweed in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 23 days ago 

Pokemon
permalink context full comments (38)

What is the most important thing you learned in high school?  by smilyus in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 23 days ago 

People are different. Get used to it.
permalink context full comments (28)
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What things do people always say to you about your name?  by brazilianbootybumpin in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 23 days ago 

They call me Borat because my name sounds similar.
permalink context full comments (99)

[Serious] How can you tell when a person knows very little about pain or suffering?  by
JosephSantosOfficial in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  26 points 23 days ago 

When they blame the victim.
permalink context full comments (91)
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sorted by: 

Reddit, what do you want to complain about?  by [deleted] in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 23 days ago 

Traffic
I don't want to spend an hour driving 100 miles to work.
permalink context full comments (59)

What movie could you watch on mute and still enjoy?  by
TheRadiantSloth in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 23 days ago 

Toy Story 2.
permalink context full comments (150)

Were supposed to get 0 inches of snow
today. Can someone give me driving tips.
(self.circlejerkDC)
submitted 24 days ago by GuluOne  to /r/circlejerkDC
3 comments share

Subleasing! $418/month Spring 2015  by lnblock2 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 24 days ago 

Try one of the housing groups on Facebook.
This sub doesn't need more subleasing posts.
permalink context full comments (2)

Homeless Man's Posting Nets
Thanksgiving Dinner with Family
(gma.yahoo.com)
submitted 25 days ago by GuluOne  to /r/UpliftingNews
comment share

The answer is harvard, but I am curious to know how many people got this wrong. Either way it's cool
that our brand competes enough to make this multiple choice option exist.  by HKmw1hamwto in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  1 point 25 days ago 

12/12, but I guessed on a couple of them.
permalink context full comments (11)

Peoria Charter Ridership Doubled in Past Year  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 3 points 25 days ago 

Here are some public domain photos I have.
http://imgur.com/a/x0OAq
permalink context full comments (41)

Worst game of your favorite game?  by bribri1273 in boardgames
[–] GuluOne  8 points 25 days ago 

I played a 2 hour Carcassone game without expansions.
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A couple of people were spending too much time optimizing their turns.
permalink context full comments (24)

What board games make you a worse person?  by Sayoshinn in boardgames
[–] GuluOne  3 points 25 days ago 

Never trust a Greyjoy.
permalink context full comments (60)

What board games make you a worse person?  by Sayoshinn in boardgames
[–] GuluOne  1 point 25 days ago 

Notice how the settlers are brown?
permalink context full comments (60)

Peoria Charter Ridership Doubled in Past Year  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 7 points 25 days ago 

Who is Bharat Ponnaluri?
permalink context full comments (41)

Peoria Charter Ridership Doubled in Past Year  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 2 points 25 days ago 

Don't listen to /u/skeptical98
Him and /u/anofmusicaljew are probably both accounts from the same person.
permalink context full comments (41)

Peoria Charter Ridership Doubled in Past Year  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 4 points 25 days ago 

http://www.reddit.com/user/skeptical98
http://www.reddit.com/user/fanofmusicaljew
permalink context full comments (41)

Peoria Charter Ridership Doubled in Past Year  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 8 points 25 days ago 

/u/undecided32 is not Dennis.
permalink context full comments (41)

Not the usual /r/aww, but my neighbor thought he was cute, and pet him on the way to my apartment  by
fieroturbo in aww

[–] GuluOne  1 point 26 days ago 

http://www.funnyjunk.com/funny_pictures/1064947/Bread
permalink context full comments (170)

Anyone in Nova see snow yet?  by Howdysf in nova
[–] GuluOne  4 points 26 days ago 

Snow in Arlington.
permalink context full comments (45)

Bus company refuses to sell tickets to passengers with a certain zip
code. Wrong title - Rem…  (dailyillini.com)
submitted 26 days ago by GuluOne  to /r/nottheonion
1 comment share

Tate: Football attendance an issue  (news-gazette.com)
submitted 26 days ago by GuluOne  to /r/UIUC
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95

14 comments share

Peoria Charter Ridership Doubled in Past Year  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 5 points 26 days ago* 

It's mostly due to a dispute with another customer from that zip code that has been going on since
March 2013.
Edit: Here is an article from last year about the customer dispute. http://arstechnica.com/tech-
policy/2013/05/troll-road-bus-company-posts-dirt-on-complaining-passenger/
permalink context full comments (41)

Peoria Charter Ridership Doubled in Past Year  (self.UIUC)
submitted 26 days ago * by GuluOne  to /r/UIUC
41 comments share

If Reddit was a box, what would be inside?  by MinatoCauthon in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 26 days ago 

Upvotes
permalink context full comments (86)

What's the greatest movie that you'd swear you were the only person who's ever seen it?  by acnine in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 26 days ago 

Fairy Oddparents: Abracastrophe
permalink context full comments (36)

How the hell do these famous karma whores always know which threads gonna blow up?  by [deleted] in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 26 days ago 

It's probably just luck. We don't pay attention to any of their comments that don't get upvotes.
permalink context full comments (66)

What can you only enjoy fresh?  by turn_down_for_butt in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 26 days ago 

Salsa
permalink context full comments (64)

What was/is your least favorite thing about high school?  by Matt_Over_Everybody in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 26 days ago 

Busy work.
permalink context full comments (49)
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sorted by: 

World travelers of reddit, where did you go that was a total
disappointment?  by noodlepoops in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 26 days ago 

Not a surprise considering the Mafia's role.
permalink context full comments (25787)

World travelers of reddit, where did you go that was a total
disappointment?  by noodlepoops in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 26 days ago 

I was just Naples. Florence, Rome, and Pisa were nice.
permalink context full comments (25787)

World travelers of reddit, where did you go that was a total
disappointment?  by noodlepoops in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 26 days ago 

Mafia?
permalink context full comments (25787)

World travelers of reddit, where did you go that was a total
disappointment?  by noodlepoops in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 26 days ago 

They actually have garbage service?
When I went in 2011, it was nonexistent.
permalink context full comments (25787)

World travelers of reddit, where did you go that was a total
disappointment?  by noodlepoops in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  0 points 26 days ago 

I'm not surprised. Even person at the hotel front desk was scared.
permalink context full comments (25787)

World travelers of reddit, where did you go that was a total disappointment?  by noodlepoops in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 26 days ago 

The tour book said it was.
permalink context full comments (25787)

World travelers of reddit, where did you go that was a total disappointment?  by noodlepoops in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 26 days ago 

Agreed. We went there one evening to escape Naples and it was great.
permalink context full comments (25787)

What's something most Redditors pretend to know a lot of but they actually don't?  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  8 points 27 days ago 

Politics
permalink context full comments (65)

Shop the reddit Marketplace
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World travelers of reddit, where did you go that was a total disappointment?  by noodlepoops in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1634 points 27 days ago 

Naples, Italy.
The city had piles of trash on the streets.
permalink context full comments (25787)

What are some extremely ignorant subreddits?  by Camouflarney in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 27 days ago 

/r/theredpill
permalink context full comments (12)

What could I post my Facebook that would lose the most friends?  by tootryp in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  26 points 27 days ago 

Praising ISIS.
permalink context full comments (410)

How do you deal with stress?  by babyrobotman in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 27 days ago 

Sleep.
permalink context full comments (57)

Reddit, what's the the most useful app on your phone that everyone should have?  by impeccableflaws in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  6 points 27 days ago 

A flashlight.
permalink context full comments (257)

You move into a haunted house. What would you do to mess with the spirits?  by jubileo5 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 27 days ago 

Be a ghost.
permalink context full comments (21)

What is the coolest app/gadget/thing you currently have on your phone?  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 27 days ago 

An app that identifies a song being played on the radio.
permalink context full comments (4)

Men and Women of Reddit, what are some things that you see the opposite sex do that they think is
attractive, but isn't?  by HerpesAunt in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 27 days ago 

Making pointless comments to fill a pause in conversation.
permalink context full comments (2915)

What's the best way to tell someone to shut their mouth when they're eating?  by JinglePrivates in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 27 days ago 

Just tell them.
permalink context full comments (13)

What do you talk about with people you have nothing in common with?  by throwawaychique in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 27 days ago 

What they do for fun.
permalink context full comments (40)
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How did your friends discover your Reddit username, and what were their reactions?  by Break_it in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 27 days ago 

A troll posted it on his website and spammed links to it on Reddit.
permalink context full comments (10)

You're running for US president. What is your campaign slogan?  by Arpeggias in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 27 days ago 

Smart government.
permalink context full comments (173)

Hey Reddit, do y'all tip?  by prakticemakesawesome in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 27 days ago 

I tip around 10-20% to waiters and delivery people.
permalink context full comments (19)

Why do some redditors have multiple accounts?  by AriaLayton in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 27 days ago 

This account is constantly targeted by a troll who knows my real-life identity and strongly dislikes me.
The troll has made the front page of Ars Technica multiple times. http://arstechnica.com/tech-
policy/2013/05/troll-road-bus-company-posts-dirt-on-complaining-passenger/
permalink context full comments (34)

What is something that was taught in school as important, but has been virtually useless in your real life?
by identity_element in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  0 points 27 days ago 

Cursive
permalink context full comments (4571)

Quitting job too soon...how to spin it.  by jobquitter6 in cscareerquestions
[–] GuluOne  1 point 28 days ago 

Don't worry about quitting having a negative effect on your career. Being constantly forced to work
long hours is unacceptable.
I quit a new job after two weeks after realizing it was a poor fit for me.
permalink context full comments (18)

In a sentence, how well can you sum up one major subreddit without naming it?  by UlfricRainCoat in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 28 days ago 

Liberal circlejerk.
permalink context full comments (25)
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sorted by: 

What will you never get too old for?  by merrychrishmas in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  13 points 28 days ago 

Legos
permalink context full comments (169)

Which company could survive the longest without
advertising?  by WCHS-WARRIOR in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 28 days ago 

Subway.
permalink context full comments (1527)

What do you not want to hear around the table at
Thanksgiving this year?  by icanseewhy in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 28 days ago 

Time to take pictures.
permalink context full comments (55)

whats the creepiest/funniest/happiest/weirdest(...)dream
you ever had?  by Sethinator in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 28 days ago 

Washing cars with Sesame Street characters.
permalink context full comments (38)

What are some of the best foods to deep fry?  by
dbenson24 in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 28 days ago 

Okra
Krabby Patties are good too.
permalink context full comments (49)

When was the first time you got rickrolled?  by KTBFFHblues in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 28 days ago 

A friend posted a link on his site and told us that we would be rickrolled if we clicked on it.
I didn't know what rickrolling was, so I clicked the link.
permalink context full comments (5)

What's something that never ceases to amaze you?  by Redditisfullofliars in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 28 days ago 

The Internet.
permalink context full comments (6)

"Look, it's alphabet soup. I made it SPECIAL."  by RobbieL241 in spongebob
[–] GuluOne  2 points 28 days ago 

Condensed soup from a can? Disgusting! Now you've ruined my appetite. Go fetch me something to
read.
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permalink context full comments (19)

My friend is in there, it's his first time on his own!  by ZombineTM in spongebob
[–] GuluOne  1 point 28 days ago 

He kept us waiting for a bubble?
permalink context full comments (27)

Spongebob mailbox  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 28 days ago by GuluOne  to /r/spongebob
4 comments share

Eclipse  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 28 days ago by GuluOne  to /r/BoardgamePorn
comment share

What makes you cringe?  by Southwold in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 28 days ago 

Parents ignoring their kids and using their phones.
permalink context full comments (56)

[Serious] What's an idea/feature that you noticed a lot of redditors have that you honestly find sad?  by
Velociraptor_Lord in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 28 days ago 

Posting/Upvoting comments that are bad jokes.
permalink context full comments (33)

Reddit, what are you binge-watching?  by DamienRue in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 28 days ago 

The Office.
permalink context full comments (180)

Jeremy Leval Mugshot and Arrest Information  by mugshots-dot-com in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  6 points 28 days ago 

This is not the same Jeremy Leval.
permalink context full comments (5)

Reddit, what was the first moment when you thought "well, this is adulthood"?  by knife_hits in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 29 days ago 

Apartment rent.
permalink context full comments (101)

Reddit, What is your go to ice breaker?  by AYSanie in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  25 points 29 days ago 

Commenting on their clothing or something they are doing.
permalink context full comments (1474)

Reddit, what is your favorite game?  by Crashomer115 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 29 days ago 

Rise of Nations.
permalink context full comments (81)

What's among the fantasies you had when companies screw you over?  by chlorique in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 29 days ago 
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Seeing them go out of business.
I'm looking at you GEICO.
permalink context full comments (7)

What was your most embarrassing or funniest moment as a child?  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 29 days ago 

Sending an an anonymous email with my name in the email header.
permalink context full comments (8)

I think that Kebab made a bad decision  by Wuollis in eu4
[–] GuluOne  1 point 29 days ago 

Time for shish kebab.
permalink context full comments (9)

Not sure if joke, or legit name...  by McEpsilon356 in eu4
[–] GuluOne  1 point 29 days ago 

Hahaha.
permalink context full comments (13)

Best on-campus housing?  by WebDevT in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  5 points 29 days ago* 

What is your major, and what kinds of things do you like doing in your free time? That would be a
significant decision in picking a place.
Also, you should not live in a dorm. They will not have kitchens, and they don't have enough space for
multiple monitors.
permalink context full comments (8)

Reddit, what can't you get enough of?  by MLLEPamplemousse in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Pickles.
permalink context full comments (68)

The Great Middle Eastern Conga Line  by FlyingSpaghettiMan in eu4
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Enjoying your HRE vassal smarm?
permalink context full comments (31)
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sorted by: 

The rise of Epirus  by GuluOne in eu4
[–] GuluOne [S] 1 point 1 month ago 

I fixed that problem in the 1700s :)
permalink context full comments (10)

IT professionals, what's the worst case of computer
illiteracy that you've experienced?  by WalkerFLRanger in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Someone asked me how to access Gmail.
The person had a working computer and Internet
connection.
permalink context full comments (11290)

Things in games you hate with no particural reason.  by
Domin_ in boardgames

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I have a sheep. Want to trade it for a brick.
permalink context full comments (428)

*typical "is this too hard of a semester course load?" post*
Hey, is this course load too much for next semester?  by
kleinschmetterling in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

If you took Psych 100 before, then your schedule
sounds doable.
permalink context full comments (4)

The rise of Epirus  by GuluOne in eu4
[–] GuluOne [S] 1 point 1 month ago 

Early game, I was focused on farming Imperial Authority, and I wanted to be careful of helping France
blob.By the time I realized Burgundy was getting too large, it was too late. France was crippled,
England was my rival, and Castille was their ally.
Now that I got the second to last reform, I'm using my HRE vassal horde to deal with them.
permalink context full comments (10)

The rise of Epirus  by GuluOne in eu4
[–] GuluOne [S] 2 points 1 month ago 

This was by luck, and with lucky nations on.
I'm currently in the 1700s. France, and Aragon are still alive.
permalink context full comments (10)

Pro tip: sieges conducted by your vassals give you army tradition  by FlyingSpaghettiMan in paradoxplaza
[–] GuluOne  4 points 1 month ago 

I'm playing a game as Austria, and I was wondering why I was getting good generals while my armies
were idle.
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Looks like all the sieges done by my HRE vassal swarm was generating army tradition.
permalink context full comments (4)

What strategies that turned out poorly in real life wokr great in paradox games  by poprop03 in paradoxplaza
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

EU4: Starting as Spain and trying to annex Portugal.
permalink context full comments (110)

Kebab: 1; Pope: -15  by Willenium in eu4
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

The pope wants to make Shish kebab
permalink context full comments (50)

Most advanced African you've ever seen.  by Ebolasaurusrex in eu4
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Your county needs air.
permalink context full comments (15)

What am I even looking at?  by EightyMercury in eu4
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Warring States 2.
permalink context full comments (36)

The rise of Epirus  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 month ago by GuluOne  to /r/eu4
10 comments share

ISIS Annexes Territory in Libya  by GuluOne in paradoxpolitics
[–] GuluOne [S] 2 points 1 month ago 

http://np.reddit.com/r/worldnews/comments/2mvsb8/isis_now_controls_territory_in_libya/cm89v04
permalink context full comments (5)

ISIS Annexes Territory in Libya  (edition.cnn.com)
submitted 1 month ago by GuluOne  to /r/paradoxpolitics
5 comments share

CS 498 DL1(Algo and model of comp) vs CS 473 (undergrad algo)  by manish-xenon in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Here is a post by /u/jeffgerickson, who is currently teaching CS 498.
Hey there, I'm the instructor. Sorry we haven't put more information out; I've been busy building
374. CS 498DL is the pilot version of the revised CS 473. (The current version of CS 473 has its
last offering next semester, after which the new version will be known as... Drum roll... CS 473.)
At least in the short term, this class will also take over from 573 as the standard graduate
algorithms course.
So there will be a lot of topical overalp with the current 473. We won't spend as much time on
basic graph algorithms or basic dynamic programming, since those are already covered in 374, but
we will cover some randomized algorithms, a bit of advanced data structures, flows and cuts and
linear programming, and approximation algorithms. I'm hoping to squeeze in some streaming/"big
data" algorithms as well.

http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/2lk385/any_cs_majors_know_anything_about_498dl/clwctoo
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Suburban Express being sued?  by SullaTheGreat in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  0 points 1 month ago 

Is this him?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Fitzgerald
permalink context full comments (38)

Suburban Express being sued?  by SullaTheGreat in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  12 points 1 month ago 

We're asking questions because we don't really know what's going on.
Do you have any information about this lawsuit?
permalink context full comments (38)

Orange line delay at Rosslyn as of 840am  by dihydrogen_monoxide in washingtondc
[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago* 

Today's not a good day for the Orange Line.
I spent 20 minutes waiting at a station because of a cracked rail.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/dr-gridlock/wp/2014/11/19/delays-on-metros-orange-silver-
and-blue-lines-5/
permalink context full comments (11)

Winter Is Coming for WMATA which means only one thing  by vtsandtrooper in nova
[–] GuluOne  12 points 1 month ago* 

It's already happening.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/dr-gridlock/wp/2014/11/19/delays-on-metros-orange-silver-
and-blue-lines-5/
permalink context full comments (11)

We Lie to Your Kids and Other Confessions of an Amusement Park
Employee:[Facts taken from Reddit AMA].  (yahoo.com)
submitted 1 month ago by GuluOne  to /r/disney
1 comment share

What simple issue in everyday life pisses you off more than it should?  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

Waiting.
permalink context full comments (84)

I don't know how he does it  by [deleted] in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Mornings.
permalink context full comments (4)

Pupbiotics  by heidi_almighty in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

You need to lick your wounds.
permalink context full comments (5)

After a year on reddit I understand.  by [deleted] in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Fight my level 1 Magikarp.
permalink context full comments (3)
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Whenever I see people arguing about political parties  by [deleted] in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

This is why I vote for third party candidates.
Obama and most other American politicians are corporate tools.
permalink context full comments (6)
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sorted by: 

Going through a small quarter life crisis right now  by
boredengineer89 in AdviceAnimals

[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

This was me last year.
permalink context full comments (526)

Stop being lazy!!!  by GaugleOnMyBalls in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I don't care.
permalink context full comments (2)

Why does everyone give driving advice to people. Defensive
driving is what you are supposed to do. All this snow talk
reminds of this.  by derpitaway in AdviceAnimals

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

This is why I avoid driving.
permalink context full comments (2)

What is a necessary evil you wish weren't necessary?  by
boxedfood in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  4 points 1 month ago 

Taxes
permalink context full comments (24)

What's the first thing you'd do if you won the lottery?  by
Asylem in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Buy a self-driving car.
permalink context full comments (37)

What is your favorite quote from a movie or tv show and why?  by lauro117 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

"I have a bad feeling about this"
permalink context full comments (36)

[Serious] What fact are you embarrassed to know?  by randombiasedwalk in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

The dismal approval rating of the US Congress.
permalink context full comments (15)

What's your favorite song that 90% of us haven't heard before?  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  0 points 1 month ago 

Ricochet: David Bowie
permalink context full comments (1481)

What's a phrase people say that you can't stand to hear?  by twrecks24 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  4 points 1 month ago 
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permalink context full comments (38)

Getting emails about job/internship/training offers. How do I know they are authentic?  by FlameDra in
cscareerquestions

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Talk to your schools career center, or apply directly on a company's website.
Avoid job portals such as Monster, Dice, or Career builder, and DO NOT give out your phone number.
permalink context full comments (14)

Getting emails about job/internship/training offers. How do I know they are authentic?  by FlameDra in
cscareerquestions

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Sounds similar to the spam I get. Ignore the person.
permalink context full comments (14)

Getting emails about job/internship/training offers. How do I know they are authentic?  by FlameDra in
cscareerquestions

[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

Unless they directly give the employer name, they are probably spamming. Most of them are third
party recruiters without any understanding of the job.
Also, many of the jobs are temporary with low pay. Here is an email I got.
My name is xXxX xxxxx and I work at Elucid Solutions, Inc.  Elucid is an IT company based in
Bethesda, Maryland. I found your resume on Monster.com and would like to discuss with you about
your background and the work that we do here at Elucid.
 
Elucid Solutions Inc. is an Information Technology Modernization company aimed at providing support
to mid-sized organizations with our core focuses in market research, COTS implementation
management, custom software development, and video training.
 
Over the past months, we have had increasing success signing on additional clients and as a result of
this expansion; we are looking for an entry-level website designer/developer to provide add-on
support to our service delivery teams. The position pays an hourly rate of $20 per hour.
 
This position is temporary for the first 3 months, and after the trial period, the temporary staff will be
evaluated for full-time employment.  The primary purpose of utilizing the temp-to-FTE arrangement is
for selecting among the “best and brightest” with the right attitude, aptitude, and work ethic for the
trade.  Additionally, the successful candidate must demonstrate his or her desire of wanting to be a
part of a small dynamic company.
 
Below is an exhaustive list of core service needs in support of our client projects.  As a small company,
you will have the opportunity to be exposed to a variety of IT projects.  While we realize successful
candidates may not have all of the desired experience and skills, they must display an aptitude and
eagerness to learn new disciplines and assume new responsibilities. 
 
The main responsibilities of this position will be:
 
Website Development
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§  Perform routine hosting and monitoring activities for customers’ websites
§  Check for broken links, content accuracy and make necessary corrections
§  Ensure websites meet accessibility requirements
§  Exercise good customer service skill while interacting with customers
§  Design new web pages conforming to customer’s specifications, using modern design principles and
usability best practices
§  Design graphic assets using Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator tools
§  Contribute to crafting technical proposals in response to customers’ Request for Proposals (RFPs)
and Request for Information (RFIs) as they relate to our company’s IT solutions
E-Learning Course Development and Video Editing
 
§  Develop e-Learning SCORM courses in support of client requirements
§  Capture system processes for e-Learning videos with Captivate, clean up the files and present the
most digestible version of events
§  Incorporate voice over instructions into the system videos to synchronize with the events on screen
in Premiere
§  Replace old auto with new audio, replace outdated Captivate elements, and resynchronize the
events in the videos
§  Use Adobe After Effects templates to create lower-thirds and other graphics for the videos
§  Photoshop various screenshots to create assets for the training videos
§  Output videos and clean audio to create even experiences for viewers
§  Output and mux videos to create the best possible file size and quality
§  Use captioning program to create closed captions for the video library
Experience and knowledge of the following technologies:
 
§  HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript
§  Adobe Creative Suite (Photoshop/Illustrator)
§  Experience with frameworks such as Bootstrap, Compass, JQuery, and AngularJS is a plus
The successful candidate must be a creative thinker, a detail oriented multitasker, and able to translate
complex ideas into elegant, intuitive designs.  As we specialize in IT Modernization, a strong
understanding of technology is required to deliver informed services and deliverables. Exceptional
verbal and written communication skills are a must have requirement.
 
If you are qualified and interested in this position please email your cover letter, resume, 3 samples of
your past web work, as well as two references.
permalink context full comments (14)

Carpool to work  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 1 month ago by GuluOne  to /r/puns
comment share

What do you think will be the cause of the end of the world?  by creativeAF in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Nuclear war.
permalink context full comments (49)
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What should a first time flyer expect?  by DrDew00 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Bring something to entertain your kid.
permalink context full comments (17)

Recommend an easy GenEd for me  (self.uiuccirclejerk)
submitted 1 month ago by GuluOne  to /r/uiuccirclejerk
1 comment share

What's the worst way you have ever been woken up?  by AnElephantNeverFor in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

A telemarketer.
permalink context full comments (31)

What do you believe Reddit circlejerks to the point of it being annoying?  by Dogeishuman in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Not punny.
permalink context full comments (22)

What do you believe Reddit circlejerks to the point of it being annoying?  by Dogeishuman in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Talking about circlejerking.
permalink context full comments (22)

You have the ability to wipe one subreddit off the face of the Earth forever. Which one would you erase?
by VendingMachineKing in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  0 points 1 month ago 

/r/funny
permalink context full comments (25)

What triggers your nostalgia?  by thefalconator9000 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

The Pokemon theme song.
permalink context full comments (55)

What really GRINDS your gears about the Holiday Season?  by designbysalazar in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Advertising
permalink context full comments (142)

How did you find out about reddit?  by nonamesz in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

A high school classmate who didn't feel like working.
permalink context full comments (54)

What is the dumbest reason you got in trouble at school?  by 246tyson in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  22 points 1 month ago 

Mandatory fun :(
permalink context full comments (515)

What is the dumbest reason you got in trouble at school?  by 246tyson in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

Failing an in-class project because my partner spent the entire class on her laptop.
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She was doing so in front of the teacher.
permalink context full comments (515)
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sorted by: 

[Serious] Has anyone ever been used and if so how did it
feel?  by joebear69 in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

People used to ask me for homework "help", so they
wouldn't have to think for themselves.
It was annoying.
permalink context full comments (12)

OK Reddit. What is your rock, paper, scissors strategy, and
why?  by talontd92tsi in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Try to be random.
permalink context full comments (22)

What is worse: IllinoisNet reliability or Suburban Express
customer service?  by YUNoWiFiRite in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

Suburban Express.
IllinoisNet doesn't sue people or create online attack
pages.
permalink context full comments (5)

Which are the most controversial Nobel Prize awardees?  by
mkayyyyy in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  12 points 1 month ago 

Yasser Arafat
permalink context full comments (47)

Which are the most controversial Nobel Prize awardees?  by mkayyyyy in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  19 points 1 month ago 

I wish Nobel Peace prizes could be revoked.
permalink context full comments (47)

What's the most courageous act you've ever done?  by developingman in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

How did the kid get there?
permalink context full comments (380)

What small or large act do you do that is your way of saying "fuck you" to the world?  by Mr_Incrediboy in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Sleeping until noon on Saturday.
permalink context full comments (12721)

Which movie, released since 2000, would you consider to be the best?  by Imd0wnc0w in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 
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Toy Story 2.
I watched it over 100 times.
permalink context full comments (17)

What question will you never answer truthfully?  by wauw in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  205 points 1 month ago 

Good. How are you?
permalink context full comments (987)

What question will you never answer truthfully?  by wauw in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

How much money do you make?
permalink context full comments (987)

What is the best way to prepare for a job interview?  by themcones in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Get enough sleep the night before.
permalink context full comments (9)

What's the closest thing you have to a superpower?  by Totally_Not_A_Moose in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Programming skills.
permalink context full comments (17)

What's something you hated as a kid that you now love?  by a_newer_hope in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

Dating.
permalink context full comments (228)

Made a pretty trashy painting for my friends birthday  by OmNomNomKim in spongebob
[–] GuluOne  8 points 1 month ago 

That's not art, Spongebob.
permalink context full comments (16)

Trey Parker picture from the photo booth at Casa Bonita  by Dave_Paker in southpark
[–] GuluOne  14 points 1 month ago 

The Casa Bonita episode should be edited to add this picture.
permalink context full comments (9)

Favorite South Park Episode  by yourbreakfast99 in southpark
[–] GuluOne  22 points 1 month ago 

Make Love, Not Warcraft.
permalink context full comments (43)

Apparently Trey's daughter has her own Clyde Frog  by cinemadness in southpark
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

How cute :)
permalink context full comments (22)

People in the medical field- what is the most bullshit health fact/tip that you've ever come across?  by
babyshampoo in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Sounds like a way to get more earwax.
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permalink context full comments (19)

What is a fact that you are surprised isn't common knowledge?  by OrangeMangoKid in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

They don't care.
permalink context full comments (194)

What is a fact that you are surprised isn't common knowledge?  by OrangeMangoKid in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  4 points 1 month ago 

Buying luxury goods on credit is a bad idea.
permalink context full comments (194)

What is something that was fun for you but is not anymore?  by myent in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

Sugary drinks.
permalink context full comments (26)

What's something you hate but no one else seems to?  by crazyluke in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

That makes II of us.
permalink context full comments (43)

What's something you hate but no one else seems to?  by crazyluke in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

Let it go.
permalink context full comments (43)

What's something you hate but no one else seems to?  by crazyluke in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Same here.
permalink context full comments (43)

What's something you hate but no one else seems to?  by crazyluke in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Pocahontas was better.
permalink context full comments (43)
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sorted by: 

What's something you hate but no one else seems to?  by
crazyluke in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Are you lying?
permalink context full comments (43)

What is the best non-sexual feeling?  by MarkNuttsLeftNut in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Waking up to snow and finding out you don't have to go
to work.
permalink context full comments (371)

what is the origin of your username?  by Mutant_Llama1 in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

Trying to make up a word to teach my baby cousin.
permalink context full comments (1206)

What small thing do you do for a confidence boost day-to-
day?  by lpilky in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Talk to someone.
permalink context full comments (22)

What's worse than an empty toilet paper roll?  by
Sic_vita_est in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Empty soap bottle.
permalink context full comments (84)

[Serious] would you give someone a chance if you didn't feel a spark?  by Love_Pink1 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Depending on the person, I'd meet them once and see how things go.
You can't really get to know someone over the phone.
permalink context full comments (9)

Rideshare wiki  by AlmostGrad100 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Sure.
I'll take a look at it today or tomorrow.
permalink context full comments (3)

What is the most stupid reason someone has called the cops or fire department on you?  by
BaconBeerAndBeards in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Walked into a room and start ed verbally harassing me. He called the police on me after a friend stood
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up for me.
permalink context full comments (35)

If Santa Claus brings coal to naughty children, shouldn't poor children be naughty so that Santa brings
them coal to burn so they don't freeze to death?  by [deleted] in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Give them ice.
permalink context full comments (14)

When is the worst time to start applauding?  by HobbitsforgotbootsGG in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  18 points 1 month ago 

We didn't crash!
permalink context full comments (145)

When is the worst time to start applauding?  by HobbitsforgotbootsGG in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

At the beginning.
permalink context full comments (145)

Do you Drink your tap water?  by McSuperCow in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

India is worse.
permalink context full comments (88)

Do you Drink your tap water?  by McSuperCow in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I do.
permalink context full comments (88)

What do you refuse to do alone?  by The_Rolling_Stone in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  5 points 1 month ago 

Drowning sucks.
permalink context full comments (112)

What do you refuse to do alone?  by The_Rolling_Stone in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

You can have one with yourself.
permalink context full comments (112)

What do you refuse to do alone?  by The_Rolling_Stone in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  0 points 1 month ago 

Sounds boring.
permalink context full comments (112)

What do you refuse to do alone?  by The_Rolling_Stone in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Play videogames.
permalink context full comments (112)

If everyone throughout history had access to the internet, whose browsing history do you want to see?  by
Finn_Tha_Hooman in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

So just a bunch of music?
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permalink context full comments (35)

If everyone throughout history had access to the internet, whose browsing history do you want to see?  by
Finn_Tha_Hooman in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Today on Rock.com....
permalink context full comments (35)

If everyone throughout history had access to the internet, whose browsing history do you want to see?  by
Finn_Tha_Hooman in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Medical Internet experiments.
permalink context full comments (35)

If everyone throughout history had access to the internet, whose browsing history do you want to see?  by
Finn_Tha_Hooman in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

A Freudian slip.
permalink context full comments (35)

If everyone throughout history had access to the internet, whose browsing history do you want to see?  by
Finn_Tha_Hooman in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Genocide.
permalink context full comments (35)

If everyone throughout history had access to the internet, whose browsing history do you want to see?  by
Finn_Tha_Hooman in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  4 points 1 month ago 

He would probably look himself up first.
permalink context full comments (35)

What's your go-to cry movie?  by IAmTheEngineer in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

The part where his wife died was also sad.
permalink context full comments (70)

What's your go-to cry movie?  by IAmTheEngineer in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Poor Carl.
permalink context full comments (70)
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sorted by: 

Do you think suicide Is a selfish act?  by whenitrainsfire in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Usually no. Most people trying to commit suicide have
serious problems with their lives and need professional
help instead of criticism.
permalink context full comments (29)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or
upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

It's because there aren't many doctors on Reddit, but
many people who had experience with them.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or
upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Op's BunjaUjna.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or
upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

It was fun scrolling down on my phone reading that.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Trolls?
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Let's take the signing_sage to work.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  0 points 1 month ago 

I think it's because most people aren't used to getting gold.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

That word annoys me.
permalink context full comments (9804)
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What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

This.
I'm surprised that a one word comment can be so annoying.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

It annoys me too.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I reward them with downvotes.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

That sounds like spam.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I just ignore.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

Even your comment annoyed me.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

People said that too much in real-life.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Those are annoying, and don't add anything to the comment.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

This
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Yeah, that's really annoying.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 
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I still find most of them cute.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

People say that?
permalink context full comments (9804)

What generic Reddit comment do you always downvote or upvote?  by magikarpKO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

They just want karma.
permalink context full comments (9804)

What subreddit has the most toxic userbase?  by I_dont_bone_goats in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

/r/TheRedPill
permalink context full comments (32)

Overly Dramatic Cat  by ohwefoundit in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

That's a cute cat.
permalink context full comments (1)

Apparently liking a band makes me Satan  by Mac30123456 in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Only the vocal minority who despises them talks about them.
permalink context full comments (8)

Just realized what I did.  by [deleted] in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

How was it?
permalink context full comments (2)
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sorted by: 

Doing this for 2 years now , it's time the world knows  by
theoneandonlymyself in AdviceAnimals

[–] GuluOne  7 points 1 month ago 

Lots of people do this.
permalink context full comments (103)

One of my favorite things  by Arian00 in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  13 points 1 month ago 

Sadly, people like that generally don't listen to reason.
permalink context full comments (53)

I would look like an idiot if I asked at this point  by
maemmi in AdviceAnimals

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Not a problem. I can't tell the gender of a dog.
permalink context full comments (15)

Cake Day confession  by Yaa40 in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  4 points 1 month ago 

Not a father, but this is one of the best part s of having
relatives under 10 years old.
permalink context full comments (52)

When you get that free guac  by ttbrahbro in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

They always remember to tell me it isn't free.
permalink context full comments (3)

The Sioux Nation needs your support! The Keystone XL pipeline and the danger it presents to the
environment affects us all.  by aokaytoday in AdviceAnimals

[–] GuluOne  9 points 1 month ago 

Sadly, this isn't going to end well for the Sioux.
permalink context full comments (112)

It's fucking awesome  by Davidqazqaz in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

I love snow as long as I don't have to drive.
permalink context full comments (18)

People like this make me wonder why I'm still on Facebook.  by analdominator1 in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  7 points 1 month ago 

I hope you block people like that.
permalink context full comments (69)

Satisfied Seal  by eab0036 in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Can you tear my bags for me?
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permalink context full comments (65)

German factory workers watch President Kennedy's motorcade make its way through Frankfurt, Germany,
June 1963. [720 x 536]  by surrenderdorothy in HistoryPorn

[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

They look like they are in prison.
permalink context full comments (6)

My GF likes to make cute illustrations to give as gifts to friends and family. She doesn't think her work is
anything special but I think her latest creation is pretty brilliant.  by Fantasick in pics

[–] GuluOne  10 points 1 month ago 

Nice work.
She should sell these.
permalink context full comments (864)

That snow line on my car is awsome !  by bougab in pics
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Nice.
permalink context full comments (3)

Wikipedia  by PaintedCeiling in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

Corporate sponsorship of Wikipedia would be bad.
permalink context full comments (3)

That wicked despot is bleeding our country dry  by CaesarInmorti in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Exactly.
permalink context full comments (4)

Widow brings late husband's ashes into mobile phone shop after company refused to cancel contract  by
november-papa in nottheonion

[–] GuluOne  11 points 1 month ago 

It's sad that they want to collect money from dead people.
permalink context full comments (30)

I adopted a new kitten yesterday. He may have been a little intimidated by my current cat.  by acsmith93 in
pics

[–] GuluOne  4 points 1 month ago 

That's a cute cat.
permalink context full comments (249)

Anarchists at my work  by ManlyGinge in firstworldanarchists
[–] GuluOne  50 points 1 month ago 

I like how the sign is on top.
permalink context full comments (12)

It's ok for someone to change jobs because another opportunity comes along...but not to divorce
someone if the same thing happens.  by Onetorulethemalll in Showerthoughts

[–] GuluOne  5 points 1 month ago 

Marriage is supposed to be a lifelong commitment. A job isn't.
permalink context full comments (10)

Estimated Population Growth in Europe, 2014 [1218x1245]  by Reilly616 in MapPorn
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[–] GuluOne  13 points 1 month ago 

It's interesting how Western Europe is richer, but has higher population growth. Looks like people want
to immigrate to Western Europe.
permalink context full comments (33)

What are some hand made gifts you would actually enjoy getting for Christmas?  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Eat more chocolate frosted sugar bombs.
permalink context full comments (28)

What are some hand made gifts you would actually enjoy getting for Christmas?  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Cookies
permalink context full comments (28)

In customer service/retail jobs, why do some customers try to actively get employees fired as if it's some
type of game they're playing? (details inside)  by [deleted] in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

They probably want to get back at the person for supposedly providing bad customer service.
permalink context full comments (4)

People of reddit, what are some essential items that you carry at all times?  by anotherstudentartist in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Cash
permalink context full comments (40)

What's something that people do to save money that's utterly pointless?  by ImperialJedi in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

I think many people do that to feed their ego, or don't think negotiating will take a long time.
permalink context full comments (2099)

What's something that people do to save money that's utterly pointless?  by ImperialJedi in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Having small packets is much more convenient than using a giant ketchup bottle.
permalink context full comments (2099)
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What's something that people do to save money that's
utterly pointless?  by ImperialJedi in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  24 points 1 month ago 

Isn't Black Friday more than a week away?
permalink context full comments (2099)

What's something that people do to save money that's
utterly pointless?  by ImperialJedi in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  179 points 1 month ago 

I think it's because grocery bags used to be free, while
people have been paying tolls for decades.
permalink context full comments (2099)

What's something that people do to save money that's
utterly pointless?  by ImperialJedi in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  14 points 1 month ago 

That wouldn't be a bad idea if she resold them.
permalink context full comments (2099)

What's something that people do to save money that's
utterly pointless?  by ImperialJedi in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  22 points 1 month ago 

Congratulations, you now earn $0.02 per hour.
permalink context full comments (2099)

What's something that people do to save money that's
utterly pointless?  by ImperialJedi in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  35 points 1 month ago 

Reusing wet napkins.
See /r/frugaljerk for more examples.
permalink context full comments (2099)

What technology that is in limited use now, will be commonplace in five years?  by cheddarben in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

I doubt it. Google Glass is dying out.
permalink context full comments (26)

What technology that is in limited use now, will be commonplace in five years?  by cheddarben in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Wireless chargers.
permalink context full comments (26)

[Serious] How to deal with bullies?  by melokku in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Avoid showing a reaction to them ask ask a trusted friend or adult who will not intervene for advice.
permalink context full comments (9)
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Reddit, why does Vladimir Putin like cuddling animals so much?  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Either he really likes animals, or he is pretending to like them to make himself look better.
permalink context full comments (8)

Rideshare wiki  by AlmostGrad100 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

A rideshare wiki on /r/uiuc is a great idea and it should be heavily promoted. Here are my suggestions.
-You might want to create separate pages for people who need a ride and people offering a ride,
especially if the page becomes more popular.
-The instructions for adding a row to the table should be more intuitive for people who don't regularly
use Reddit.
permalink context full comments (3)

Shopping cart escalator at Target  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 month ago by GuluOne  to /r/mildlyinteresting
1 comment share

Does eating meat make someone a bad person?  by throwaway456925 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

No.
permalink context full comments (24)

As we get close to break can we revive the rides subreddit?  by GhostofNovak in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

By taking Suburban Express, you are supporting a business that engages in questionable business
practices such as regularly filing lawsuits or online harassment to deal with customer disputes.
Also, carpooling is cheaper.
permalink context full comments (7)

Just need to finish off the HRE and my Ulm WC is in the bag.  by EightyMercury in eu4
[–] GuluOne  23 points 1 month ago 

/r/ulmgonewild
permalink context full comments (52)

Have you ever had a parody account created based on your username?  by JON_SNOO in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I got on the bad side on a Reddit troll, and had over a dozen parody accounts created about my
username or personal information.
permalink context full comments (14)

Who has the BEST fanbase?  by AssiduousEnt in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I have one in my bedroom I can give you.
permalink context full comments (4982)

How common is it to move back home after graduating?  by RiceKrispyPooHead in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

I did for 4 months after graduating, and I did not enjoy it.
Getting a minimum wage job and staying in C-U will be more fun.
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permalink context full comments (14)

is this schedule too rigorous?  by Riddlr in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

Sounds easy.
If you are looking for a hard class, take Math 012.
http://www.math.uiuc.edu/Bourbaki/Syllabi/syl012.html
permalink context full comments (41)

Hey reddit, what's a little-known historical fact about your city/town?  by ReclaimingFebruary in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

George Zimmerman is from here.
permalink context full comments (39)

What are your daily Subreddits?  by Thrunox in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  4 points 1 month ago 

/r/firstworldanarchists
permalink context full comments (110)

What is the stupidest thing someone got you to believe?  by HornetStinger in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

On a Boy Scout camping trip, we were tricked into believing that poisonous animals called "noggers"
lived in the woods. Someone even cut his own hand, pretended he had a nogger bite, and told us he
was going to the emergency room.
permalink context full comments (122)

Reddit hive mind, what is our first step in world domination?  by TylerTJ930 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Downvote everyone.
permalink context full comments (28)

What is one thing you would redo from yesterday (11/12/2014)?  by 2loo4yu in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Sleep before midnight.
permalink context full comments (13)

Rappers and Video Game developers: need beats?  by fakespoons in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

I need some music for my game and would love to hear what you have.
PM me with your contact info and we can talk in more detail.
permalink context full comments (6)

Has anyone ever had a job that required no soul?  by murmanizan in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

I worked as an analyst for a major insurance company.
The job consisted of trying to find ways to lower costs as much as possible without spending effort
trying to improve our abysmal customer service.
permalink context full comments (13)
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sorted by: 

Tell the most pointless, harmless lie you can think of.
Everyone else, how can we blow it out of proportion?  by
hatster98 in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I woke up at 8am.
permalink context full comments (51)

What would YOU do for a Klondike Bar?  by I_killed_goliath in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Travel to Klondike, Alaska.
permalink context full comments (47)

Apartment living redditors, why do your neighbors secretly
hate you?  by Misfit_Cannibal in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Hearing loud noises from construction and assuming it's
me.
permalink context full comments (41)

How do you know you've had too much Internet for one
day?  by Joe_Sensei in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

When I get bored on Reddit.
permalink context full comments (52)

Who's your favorite Video Game antagonist?  by Joebow23 in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  9 points 1 month ago 

Bowser.
permalink context full comments (702)

What are some good dog names?  by KalebNailer in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Fido
permalink context full comments (14)

How many of you were born here in NOVA?  by Astridasteroid in nova
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

No, I moved to Fairfax County when I was 9.
permalink context full comments (111)

Commute from Woodbridge to Silver Spring, MD  by RedPandabator in nova
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Live in Arlington and take the Metro.
permalink context full comments (14)
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How many of you were born here in NOVA?  by Astridasteroid in nova
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Born in Manassas.
permalink context full comments (111)

Americans and Non-Americans of Reddit. Why do you like or dislike Obama?  by zookkz in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago* 

He is a corporate tool pretending to be a liberal so he can seem like he is helping the poor and middle
class.
After the financial crisis, he starting talking about how he was going to reform Wall Street and banks
to protect consumers. Nothing significant has changed in the past 6 years, which shows that his words
are empty rhetoric. However, he has received significant donations from Wall Street for a long time.
Recently, he came up with a plan to protect Net Neutrality. I find this questionable since he knowingly
appointed an anti-Net Neutrality cable lobbyist.
I voted for a third-party candidate in 2012.
permalink context full comments (33)

Hello non-Americans of reddit. Are pickles a thing in your country? What are you people getting up to with
pickles?  by Zeebuss in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

In India, we pickle various fruits and vegetables with spices.
permalink context full comments (63)

What is a piece of furniture or household item that needs to be invented?  by lovesamoan in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

An affordable 3D food printer.
permalink context full comments (13)

Why so much hate for reposts?  by Genx_one in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

They are low-effort ways to get karma without producing original content.
http://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/fhnns/am_i_only_noticing_so_many_reposts_because_ive/
http://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/xfd7v/reddit_whats_more_annoying_reposts_complaining/
http://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/15wig3/why_do_people_get_so_upset_by_reposts/

permalink context full comments (17)

What is the closest thing to magic/sorcery the world has ever seen?  by Angussicklad in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

The wallet was hungry.
permalink context full comments (9375)

What reddit thread has made you laugh the hardest?  by Shittytypeface in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Many of the threads on /r/shittyaskscience.
permalink context full comments (183)

What's the worst job interview question you've ever gotten?  by [deleted] in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Writing an algorithm to reverse a word.
The solution isn't hard, but being constantly asked about it is tiresome.
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permalink context full comments (3)

What Advice Would You Give Your 14 Year Old Self & Why?  by sensualsolutions1 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Get at least 8 hours of sleep each night.
permalink context full comments (37)

What are some of the little things people do that, in your eyes, make them a good person?  by [deleted] in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Listening to music on public transportation that isn't too loud for headphones.
permalink context full comments (7)

Redditors, name one book that is the most influential to you, that you think everyone else should read?
by aetheriality in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

Animal Farm
permalink context full comments (37)

What are some things that just grind your gears?  by undecided32 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Being forced to hear pointless faculty speeches during graduation.
permalink context full comments (24)

As a non American, I find this very surprising  by [deleted] in AdviceAnimals
[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

I agree. Many Americans don't know who Huckabee is, so it's very surprising that OP knows about
him.
permalink context full comments (220)

Champaign Public Library ranked in top 3% among public libraries in the nation  by AlmostGrad100 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  5 points 1 month ago* 

I'm not surprised at all.
It's much nicer than many libraries I've seen elsewhere.
permalink context full comments (7)

Friendly SEx bus driver verbally abused (on camera)  by pieto20decimalplaces in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  8 points 1 month ago 

Saying two bad words to a bus driver does not justify an online attack page and a YouTube video. We
also don't know if he was provoked by the driver.
permalink context full comments (5)

The face of YELP. A YELP reviewer acting like a monstrous ass.  by asphaltus in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

Saying two bad words to a bus driver does not justify an online attack page and a YouTube video. We
also don't know if he was provoked by the driver.
Please stop posting links to the page.
permalink context full comments (6)

Well, Fuck Yourself!  by bharatchachacha in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

This video is not legitimate. It shows us nothing about what motivated the student to "harass" the bus
driver. Maybe the driver was cursing the student first?
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Also, posting a video about the student online just because he said two angry words is going too far.
permalink context full comments (5)
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sorted by: 

This Kids is a Class Act. I'm glad that I go to the same
school as him. </sarcasm>  by asphaltus in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago* 

This video is not legitimate. It shows us nothing about
what motivated the student to "harass" the bus driver.
Maybe the driver was cursing the student first?
Also, posting a video about the student online just
because he said two angry words is going too far.
permalink context full comments (3)

New Kid In SEX ' Crosshairs --  by bharatchachacha in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  7 points 1 month ago* 

Suburban Express needs to do a better job of handling
issues with customers.
The page he posted consists of harassing a customer by
claiming that he verbally attacked a driver.
permalink context full comments (4)

It doesn't get any colder than this, right?  by Matchboxx in
nova

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

It gets colder.
http://www.troll.me/images/winter-is-coming/brace-
yourself-winter-is-coming.jpg
permalink context full comments (94)

It doesn't get any colder than this, right?  by Matchboxx in nova
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Snowbama
permalink context full comments (94)

Exploring my new world, and I discovered Yoda Island!  by leglesslegolegolas in Minecraft
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Correct, you are.
permalink context full comments (93)

What are some of the dumbest rules you had in school?  by ILikeYourWindows in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  4 points 1 month ago 

How did they enforce that?
permalink context full comments (8262)

What are some of the dumbest rules you had in school?  by ILikeYourWindows in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

Sadly, this is common.
I even had teachers in high school require permission.
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permalink context full comments (8262)

What are some of the dumbest rules you had in school?  by ILikeYourWindows in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Making any noise during naptime was prohibited.
I got in trouble for laughing at someone's fart and was sent into the hall.
permalink context full comments (8262)

What is the most overrated and underrated city in Europe?  by ColdplayParadise in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Overrated: Naples. When I visited, there were large piles of trash on the streets, and the Mafia was
causing serious trouble
Underrated: Bayeux, France.
permalink context full comments (14)

What current trend do you think people from 20-30 years from now will say "Thats so 2014"?  by
The_Insignia in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  17 points 1 month ago 

Driving.
permalink context full comments (489)

What are some not well known hobbies that you really enjoy?  by TheHamlet in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Playing complicated board games.
permalink context full comments (8)

How often do you use girl's names to tease your friends, employees, etc.?  by JessicaJennens in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Never, that sounds very sexist.
permalink context full comments (7)

Why does your job suck or rule?  by Jon_voights_toupee in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I can go to work wearing a T-shirt and jeans.
permalink context full comments (5)

What is a scam that nearly everybody has fallen for?  by jpm_212 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Yeah Calvin, that was annoying.
permalink context full comments (15499)

Selling Tickets for Saturday's football game in Columbus.  by C8H10N402 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

There is a Facebook group for selling tickets.
Otherwise, I'll buy your ticket for $1.
permalink context full comments (1)

Codes for suburban express or peoria charter?  by zora428 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  5 points 1 month ago 

Use the promo code GRAYGHOST to get $4 off a Peoria Charter ticket. The offer is good until
November 1st.
http://imgur.com/5ByV7dw
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permalink context full comments (5)

From your campus police: Please have fun and make good decisions this Halloween weekend.  by UIpolice in
UIUC

[–] GuluOne  14 points 1 month ago 

/u/gunsandstds is probably Dennis Toeppen continuing to attack the moderator.
http://imgur.com/Be73Qld
permalink context full comments (52)

Do you have a family history of colon cancer?  by NorthShore1 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

/u/NorthShore1 currently has 10 posts, and they all mention this survey.
permalink context full comments (5)

What will you never understand?  by DubiousAxel in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

It's based on relativistic electric fields.
https://van.physics.illinois.edu/qa/listing.php?id=2358
permalink context full comments (250)

What will you never understand?  by DubiousAxel in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

It's based on relativistic electric fields.
permalink context full comments (250)

What will you never understand?  by DubiousAxel in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

It makes it easier when you are leaving.
permalink context full comments (250)

What will you never understand?  by DubiousAxel in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  8 points 1 month ago 

I think it's because "uneducated speech" tends to better reflect a society's culture than the official
version of a language governed my tradition and powerful authority figures.
It's why Europeans stopped speaking Latin after the fall of the Roman Empire.
permalink context full comments (250)

What will you never understand?  by DubiousAxel in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

It needs to catch your running refrigerator.
permalink context full comments (250)

What is a trivial task you fucking love doing?  by Quantumice in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Popping bubble wrap.
permalink context full comments (73)

What's something that isn't illegal but should be?  by panchovilla_ in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  7 points 1 month ago 

The US already tried that in the 1920s.
It was a major failure.
permalink context full comments (62)
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sorted by: 

What's something that isn't illegal but should be?  by
panchovilla_ in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Well, that explains Frank Underwood.
permalink context full comments (62)

What's something that isn't illegal but should be?  by
panchovilla_ in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

The lobbyists aren't going to be happy.
permalink context full comments (62)

What's something that isn't illegal but should be?  by
panchovilla_ in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Filing frivolous lawsuits.
permalink context full comments (62)

What TV shows or movies are liked by the masses but
never caught your interest?  by perrymanilow in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Have you seen any of the old ones?
The newer ones aren't as good.
permalink context full comments (284)

What TV shows or movies are liked by the masses but
never caught your interest?  by perrymanilow in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I don't remember anything about that show.
Its probably because I got bored watching it.
permalink context full comments (284)

What TV shows or movies are liked by the masses but never caught your interest?  by perrymanilow in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I didn't like the show initially
However, I started enjoying the show more since I have a full-time job and can relate to parts of it.
permalink context full comments (284)

What TV shows or movies are liked by the masses but never caught your interest?  by perrymanilow in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

Wait until Ned Stark takes the Iron Throne.
permalink context full comments (284)

What TV shows or movies are liked by the masses but never caught your interest?  by perrymanilow in
AskReddit
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[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

I like the show, but the laugh track is annoying.
permalink context full comments (284)

What TV shows or movies are liked by the masses but never caught your interest?  by perrymanilow in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  9 points 1 month ago 

It was initially good, but the show is getting worse.
permalink context full comments (284)

What alleged "certainty" turned out to be a rumor/false?  by Jizzyface in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Fall of the North Korean government.
permalink context full comments (6)

Why haven't you done the dishes?  by SilverChaos in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I was working.
permalink context full comments (29)

Do you have a family history of colon cancer?  by NorthShore1 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  5 points 1 month ago 

Don't spam Reddit to get survey responses.
permalink context full comments (5)

Self-driving cars will make railways obsolete  by thesash17 in Futurology
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Self-driving cars will not make railways obsolete.
Many people take trains to avoid traffic in cities or do not own cars.
permalink context full comments (936)

Did Dennis dye his hair?  by [deleted] in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Can you give proof that he sued you or a brief description of what happened?
I want to believe you, but I can't without any information about your "story".
permalink context full comments (11)

Did Dennis dye his hair?  by [deleted] in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

Judging from the parent comment, /u/moreflapjimsjackjim is probably Dennis.
He also sent me the following PM: "So what I think is that you and AlmostGrad100 like your monopoly
on Dennis hate and when someone else who has been screwed by this guy speaks up you get all
jealous and you gotta muscle the new guy out of the way because it is YOUR thing. It's no wonder he's
still in business."
Proof
permalink context full comments (11)

Did Dennis dye his hair?  by [deleted] in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

If Dennis is "on the run", then we should care.
However, there is no evidence to support that notion, or the fact that Dennis has dyed his hair.
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permalink context full comments (11)

Did Dennis dye his hair?  by [deleted] in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

I don't care.
We should be worrying about Dennis filing lawsuits and harassing people, not the color of his hair.
permalink context full comments (11)

CS Senior Thesis  by Jastner in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Start contacting professors now, and have a topic in mind that is related to their field. I can't give you
much advice beyond that except to avoid waiting too long to pick a topic.
I originally wanted to do CS Senior Thesis, but I didn't start contacting professors until the beginning
of my senior year. After a couple of weeks of failing to find a professor, I had to give up and switch to
Senior Project.
permalink context full comments (6)

Reddit, what was the shittiest thing someone has done to you?  by Quarkeey in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Creating a page on his website to attack me.
They guy owns a successful bus company, so his views about me get attention.
permalink context full comments (26)

Reddit, why are you lazy?  by XxRAINBOWxUNICORNxX in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I don't want to take the effort to
Also, I don't feel like joining the Apathy Party.
permalink context full comments (28)

[Serious] Do you believe that intelligent alien life exists? If so, why? If not, why?  by jjake101 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Yes.
The universe is so large that the odds of intelligent life not existing elsewhere is insignificant.
However, I suspect hat most of them have not developed far enough to enable intergalactic travel, and
the technologically advanced ones have suffered from a major ecological catastrophe.
permalink context full comments (18)

[Serious] What makes you truly happy?  by ChromeMist in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Playing board games.
permalink context full comments (25)

Reddit whats the best way to open up a conversation with someone you met the night before?  by
latinothug in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Say hi and mention the event we were both at.
permalink context full comments (9)

What movie that is "based on a true story" that is pretty accurate?  by davewiz20 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Pocahontas
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permalink context full comments (12)

What would be the worst "feature" you could add to reddit to completely ruin it?  by DrawsFacesOnThings in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Paying money for karma.
permalink context full comments (40)
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sorted by: 

What's something you didn't believe until you heard or saw
it?  by Syidas in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Nintendo 2DS.
I thought it was introduced as a joke.
permalink context full comments (8)

How did you waste time on the internet before you
discovered Reddit?  by jjsevier in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Facebook.
permalink context full comments (18)

What company would you love to see go under?  by
MikeMuench in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

Seeing Comcast, AT&T, Verizon, and Time Warner
simultaneously go under would be great.
permalink context full comments (202)

What company would you love to see go under?  by
MikeMuench in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  6 points 1 month ago 

That would be great.
Their political activities are serious ly messing things up.
permalink context full comments (202)

What company would you love to see go under?  by MikeMuench in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  5 points 1 month ago 

I thought so too until Sims 4 came out.
permalink context full comments (202)

What company would you love to see go under?  by MikeMuench in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  16 points 1 month ago 

I'm not a fan of Comcast, but they will be replaced by cable companies such as Verizon which are just
as bad.
permalink context full comments (202)

What commonly liked food or drink absolutely disgusts you?  by xRenegades in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

Same, I tried coffee by accident when I was 6, and I never had it since.
permalink context full comments (652)

What commonly liked food or drink absolutely disgusts you?  by xRenegades in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  4 points 1 month ago 

Microwaved pasta.
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permalink context full comments (652)

How many unique names can reddit come up with for vomiting?  by merlin5603 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Waste ejection.
permalink context full comments (62)

What is something you have purchased in the last couple years that you would 10/10 recommend other
redditors to buy?  by RichWhatt in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Earplugs
permalink context full comments (93)

If your job resume included your internet search history, what job would you most likely get an interview
for?  by YourAverageJoe18 in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Game designer or historian.
permalink context full comments (114)

What was the most disappointing toy (not video game) of your childhood?  by Professor_Lavahot in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  11 points 1 month ago 

But they looked cute.
permalink context full comments (558)

What was the most disappointing toy (not video game) of your childhood?  by Professor_Lavahot in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  16 points 1 month ago 

At least you could use them to take the leaves for you elderly neighbor.
permalink context full comments (558)

What was the most disappointing toy (not video game) of your childhood?  by Professor_Lavahot in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

They worked well for me until they broke.
permalink context full comments (558)

What was the most disappointing toy (not video game) of your childhood?  by Professor_Lavahot in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

I never got the ball in the cup.
permalink context full comments (558)

What was the most disappointing toy (not video game) of your childhood?  by Professor_Lavahot in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  4 points 1 month ago 

A Rubik's Cube.
It didn't come with a solution, and I was too young to realize I could search the Internet.
permalink context full comments (558)

What could someone do to make them a terrible roommate?  by ninjawrangler in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Blast music at 4am.
permalink context full comments (17)

What is the most "college" thing you ever did while at college?  by rthomastankengine in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

I want to try that now, but without getting drunk.
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permalink context full comments (33)

What is the most "college" thing you ever did while at college?  by rthomastankengine in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Sleeping late every day.
permalink context full comments (33)

When will the "Ebola Scare" and all of the hysteria come to an end and we can move on?  by ole_no_name in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

It already seems to be coming to an end.
permalink context full comments (25)

What part of your daily routine do you look forward to the most?  by patientpedestrian in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Lying in bed.
permalink context full comments (85)

What is something you do as an adult that you thought you'd outgrow?  by EatThisNotcat in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 1 month ago 

Same here.
permalink context full comments (275)

What is something you do as an adult that you thought you'd outgrow?  by EatThisNotcat in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 1 month ago 

Board games.
permalink context full comments (275)

If I killed the letter Z, how long would it take you to realize it's demise in the course of your average
day?  by InfectedUvula in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 1 month ago 

Probably after 1-1 seconds.
permalink context full comments (80)

An Uncomfortable Experience at the Neil St. McDonalds...  by criminal_cutie in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

OP is a troll who is deliberately posting a false story.
This is a copypasta as /u/dcnarib pointed out.
permalink context full comments (26)
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sorted by: 

Anyone else not hearing back from Engineering career fair
companies at all?  by Jawanga in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  16 points 2 months ago 

Sadly, it is a standard practice for companies to ignore
candidates they don't want to hire, even after they
started the interview process. Many companies I talked
to at career fairs suddenly stopped talking to me
without a rejection notice, and the problem was worse
when I applied online for jobs this summer.
Usually they have issues with too many applicants, or
they have rejected the candidate and don't want to say
anything.
permalink context full comments (16)

Anyone know what caused the fire at RAL?  by undecided32 in
UIUC

[–] GuluOne  11 points 2 months ago 

http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1vv724/smoking_ban_at_uiuc/cew51jz

permalink context full comments (10)

You wake up in the world of the last video game you have
played. How fucked are you?  by Kopfa in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Smash 3DS. I look forward to being knocked off a stage.
permalink context full comments (105)

Wha is the human race started somewhere outside of Africa. Let's say South America. How would the
world be different?  by DeadHookersInMyTrunk in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

I don't think Native Americans would colonize Europe.
Europe would continue developing like it historically did, with a small, but insignificant delay.
permalink context full comments (7)

What is the best goofy name you can think of for a cat?  by brazilianbootybumpin in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Dog
permalink context full comments (58)

If you had to challenge death to a game to save your soul, what do you pick and why?  by twingivings in
AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Settlers of Catan.
permalink context full comments (114)

What is the point of karma on Reddit?  by N64Gamer in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Shop the reddit Marketplace
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/r/aww.
permalink context full comments (35)

What is the point of karma on Reddit?  by N64Gamer in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Bragging rights.
permalink context full comments (35)

What popular thing do you suspect nobody actually likes?  by bogidyboy in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  11 points 2 months ago 

Give some to me.
permalink context full comments (1284)

What popular thing do you suspect nobody actually likes?  by bogidyboy in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  16 points 2 months ago 

iTunes was decent 4 years ago.
permalink context full comments (1284)

What popular thing do you suspect nobody actually likes?  by bogidyboy in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  103 points 2 months ago 

I think the people who actually like them just stay quiet.
permalink context full comments (1284)

What popular thing do you suspect nobody actually likes?  by bogidyboy in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

Wearing a suit.
permalink context full comments (1284)

Wha is the human race started somewhere outside of Africa. Let's say South America. How would the
world be different?  by DeadHookersInMyTrunk in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago* 

I don't think things would be much different.
However, seeing Native Americans colonize Europe would be amusing, but improbable.
permalink context full comments (7)

Can we start a SP 15 class recommendation thread?  by Jesst3r in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  10 points 2 months ago 

ECE 391 is a great elective for OP if s/he wants to work for 60+ hours per week.
permalink context full comments (32)

What is something that's really unpopular but you still like?  by segeeslice in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Same. The only real-life game I played took 5 hours, and we didn't get through the whole game.
TripleA is a great alternative. http://triplea.sourceforge.net/mywiki
permalink context full comments (1910)

So I was looking at Craigslist...  by BradStar879 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 2 months ago 

That guy is too old to be Dennis. Dennis is only 50.
permalink context full comments (11)

What is something people complain about all the time that you just don't get?  by Kitty_Paul in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 
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Tywin and Walder Frey would like to have a word with you.
permalink context full comments (7346)

What is something people complain about all the time that you just don't get?  by Kitty_Paul in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

The problem is that they don't add anything to the plot.
permalink context full comments (7346)

What is something people complain about all the time that you just don't get?  by Kitty_Paul in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  5 points 2 months ago 

Most people don't have the option of taking a job they like.
permalink context full comments (7346)

What is something people complain about all the time that you just don't get?  by Kitty_Paul in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Try waiting for a bus when it is 10 degrees with wind.
permalink context full comments (7346)

What is something people complain about all the time that you just don't get?  by Kitty_Paul in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Rain is awesome, I enjoy the lack of crowds because everyone else is at home.
permalink context full comments (7346)

What is something people complain about all the time that you just don't get?  by Kitty_Paul in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

They just like attention.
permalink context full comments (7346)

What is something you have a Pavlovian response to?  by E-B-Gb-Ab-Bb in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

I feel your pain. Chirping birds outside used to be my alarm.
permalink context full comments (5613)

If you see a parent on social media who is obviously not well and not taking great care of their child, what
can you do about it?  by dirtbagguy9 in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

There probably would not be enough information to justify taking action unless I knew the person well.
permalink context full comments (10)

What was the most disappointing movie ever?  by lopix in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Yeah, I got really bored watching it for the first time.
permalink context full comments (157)
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sorted by: 

What is something that's really unpopular but you still like?
by segeeslice in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  11 points 2 months ago 

You aren't alone.
permalink context full comments (1910)

What's something you fear will disappear in your lifetime?
by Ollides in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  6 points 2 months ago 

Libraries with physical books.
permalink context full comments (141)

What is something that's really unpopular but you still like?
by segeeslice in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  385 points 2 months ago 

Complicated board games.
permalink context full comments (1910)

What is something people complain about all the time that
you just don't get?  by Kitty_Paul in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

It's fun as long as you don't drive.
permalink context full comments (7346)

What is something people complain about all the time that
you just don't get?  by Kitty_Paul in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

I'm complaining about this post.
permalink context full comments (7346)

Max Levchin on women in tech, Illinois startup 'ecosystem'  by newsgazette in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

They are annoying. I just pick random answers.
permalink context full comments (3)

What's the most insulting thing someone has ever said to you?  by monkey_n_pig in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Me and another kid got into an argument at summer camp, and he said I was Osama bin Laden.
permalink context full comments (2290)

By the might of Europe combined, Ulm is finally subdued.  by TokeAndPlay in eu4
[–] GuluOne  7 points 2 months ago 

/r/ulmgonewild
permalink context full comments (16)

[Serious] American Redditors, what would literally have to occur in the United States to convince you it is
no longer a place you would want to live in?  by S_K_I in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 
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Specifically Romney, since he had a chance of becoming president. None of the Republicans or
Democrats with serious issues have a chance.
permalink context full comments (100)

[Serious] American Redditors, what would literally have to occur in the United States to convince you it is
no longer a place you would want to live in?  by S_K_I in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

When the political leadership of this country becomes significantly worse.
I was planning to move to Canada if Mitt Romney became president.
permalink context full comments (100)

[Serious] Adults of Reddit, what's something you wish the younger you knows that you know now?  by i-
binged-your-mom in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  4 points 2 months ago 

Don't waste too much time on the Internet.
permalink context full comments (61)

What would you do with over 100 cookies?  by daderp7775 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  3 points 2 months ago 

Play Cookie Clicker.
permalink context full comments (61)

What is the best experience with a police officer you have had?  by ImNotObama in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

A police officer drove me and my friend home after we had to stay on a college campus after the buses
stopped running.
permalink context full comments (19)

What is your first memory?  by QuayShawn in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Having a dream about washing cars with Sesame Street characters.
permalink context full comments (17)

What kind of silly laws does your country have?  by reservoirpup in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Interesting, I lived there for 4 years and never heard of that law..
permalink context full comments (18)

Would you tell friends you were a millionare?  by MonkeyTechnique in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Sure, I'm a millionaire in terms of Zimbabwe Dollars.
permalink context full comments (17)

All religions are wiped out and everyone on the planet is now athiest. What companies are the first to go
bankrupt?  by ghostaba in AskReddit

[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Hobby Lobby
permalink context full comments (14)

What's the best three word Spongebob quote you can think of?  by smyers51 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  4 points 2 months ago 

This is Patrick.
permalink context full comments (128)
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Which celebrity would you like to hang out with?  by akmanthesuperhero in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Sid Meier
permalink context full comments (84)

what is the funniest/weirdest/random comment you've seen get gold?  by jokerzyo in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

Response to a college student asking about quitting a class:"u go2 the dean of [W]eed and they giv u
a fatty j and call it a day"
permalink context full comments (17)

Hey guys, I'm thinking about opening an arcade in the Ashburn area. Would anyone give me some
feedback?  by newthrowawayaccounty in nova

[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

-Target a wider audience while still making the place youth friendly. You are not going to get enough
business from 10 to 18 year olds.
-Try to place it in an area that has easy access to public transportation. I live in DC and would love to
visit an arcade, but I don't want to deal with NOVA traffic.
permalink context full comments (66)

D.C. named number one destination to visit for 2015 by Lonely Planet... go figure  by chesterworks in
washingtondc

[–] GuluOne  12 points 2 months ago 

Most tourists use public transportation, and will not add to your traffic issues.
permalink context full comments (11)

CS 400 Level electives  by rvedge in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago* 

Knowing C and understanding pointers is a very important part of knowing OpenGL. OP should take CS
225, and preferably 241 before attempting CS 418.
permalink context full comments (7)

Looking for Senioritis classes next semester  by mdm1231 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  10 points 2 months ago 

Severe and Hazardous Weather with Snodgrass(ATMS 120).
permalink context full comments (13)

Opinions on our police force?  by greensaturn in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

They should be putting more effort into investigating and dealing with actual crimes over wasting time
busting underage drug use.
Last year, I went to them to report a crime, and they dismissed me because of a "lack of evidence",
without bothering to investigate the crime.
permalink context full comments (30)
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sorted by: 

Dennis... stop.  by scottg96 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  7 points 2 months ago 

People created legitimate new accounts to talk about
SubEx, and we would be restricting them by blocking
new accounts from talking about SubEx. Here are
several examples.
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/22y6da/suburban_express_trying_to_intimidate_me_with_a/
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1h7usw/yet_another_suburban_express_story/
http://www.reddit.com/user/amaur22

permalink context full comments (88)

Dennis... stop.  by scottg96 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  6 points 2 months ago 

/u/OnyxFiend is not Dennis.
permalink context full comments (88)

Dennis... stop.  by scottg96 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

That wouldn't be a good idea.
On of Dennis's goals is to disrupt this subreddit, and we
are playing into his hands by restricting new legitimate
accounts.
permalink context full comments (88)

Dennis... stop.  by scottg96 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  4 points 2 months ago 

The police can subpoena Reddit and get the IP addresses of the person who made the deleted posts.
The police already have Toeppen's IP address from last July's arrest, so linking the posts to him isn't
difficult.
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/breaking/ct-bus-owner-harassment-charges-met-
20140806-story.html
permalink context full comments (88)

Dennis... stop.  by scottg96 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

Document the harassment, and go to the police. They can link the posts to Dennis and deal with him.
He was arrested in July for sexually harassing another customer on Redditch after the police
investigated them.
permalink context full comments (88)

Dennis... stop.  by scottg96 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  12 points 2 months ago 

He is going to continue posting until we stop criticizing SubEx, which is part of his plan. We should not
hand him a victory by refusing to post about SubEx.
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permalink context full comments (88)

Campustown Uni student casually requests AMA from local bus agency; bus agency delivers  by Bunslow in
bestof

[–] GuluOne  3 points 2 months ago 

Here is a link to the bus agency's initial response to the AMA request.
permalink context full comments (5)

CUMTD AMA  by cumtd in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  6 points 2 months ago 

/u/cocacolalipstick is probably a throwaway from a certain guy who strongly dislikes CUMTD.
permalink context full comments (83)

Weird Suburban Express sales tactics?  by lolconnor in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  22 points 2 months ago* 

Was it him?
Edit, does anyone remember who created the deleted posts about me in this thread?
permalink context full comments (34)

What is the best name you have seen for a wifi?  by lennymurdoch in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

FBI Surveillance Van
permalink context full comments (5015)

Homeless man asking for gas money?  by wiskunde1 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

Sounds like he is the legendary Danville beggar.
Here is an older thread about this
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1olorj/watch_outdont_give_money_to_this_scammer_hanging/
And here is another comment from 3 years ago about him.
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/e8w0b/homeless_on_green_street/c168u75

permalink context full comments (52)

Homeless man asking for gas money?  by wiskunde1 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  14 points 2 months ago 

The Danville Man is still there?
He was a well-known person on campus 4 years ago, and I thought he would've stopped by now.
permalink context full comments (52)

Graduation question  by meimarrissa in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

He also spoke at our graduation, and he had a great speech then. However, it didn't make up for the
poor quality of the other parts of the ceremony.
permalink context full comments (6)

this seems a little severe - a web page for *this*??  by pinkyfoam in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 2 months ago* 

Efforts by the moderators to spread the word about Suburban Express on this subreddit last year had
a significant impact.
For example, it was the reason why I became an outspoken critic of SubEx to the point where the
owner created a page about me.
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The only thing keeping Suburban Express alive right now is the fact that it is taking time for
competitors such as Peoria Charter to handle additional customer loads.
permalink context full comments (8)

Getting medical advice from redditors  by likwitsnake in funny
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

/r/askashittydoctor
permalink context full comments (252)

What is the dumbest thing you've ever done?  by nimieties in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

I created a new email account and send an anonymous email to a girl I liked. However, I used my real
name when registering for the account, and it ended up in the email.
permalink context full comments (650)

Graduation question  by meimarrissa in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  4 points 2 months ago 

Last spring, most people ended up going to both.
However, I recommend only going to the CS one. The University one is pointless and mainly consists of
people giving generic speeches.
permalink context full comments (6)

How do I transfer from ECE to CS?  (self.uiuccirclejerk)
submitted 2 months ago by GuluOne  to /r/uiuccirclejerk
2 comments share

Quality of this subreddit has gone down  by Whatisqueef in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

We need new moderators.
permalink context full comments (40)

Quality of this subreddit has gone down  by Whatisqueef in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  4 points 2 months ago 

It has become far worse in the past year.
permalink context full comments (40)

Quality of this subreddit has gone down  by Whatisqueef in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  8 points 2 months ago 

I have also noticed an issue with low quality posts.
-Subreddits often decline in quality as they grow, and this subreddit has rapidly grown in the past few
years.
-There has been a significant increase in trolling. The downvote button needs to be brought back to
help deal with this.
Also, people have been giving trolls too much attention. I used to have a habit of getting into heated
arguments with a Suburban Express troll, which just encouraged him to post more.
-Too many posts about certain topics such as CS classes and Suburban Express have pushed away
many people. Part of this was my fault, as I was one of the people who constantly posted about
SubEx.
permalink context full comments (40)

PSA: Meal Plans are a HUGE scam  by Vega5Star in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  6 points 2 months ago 
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In addition to the cost, I ran into several Ither problems with my meal plan.
-The A la carte places where Cafe credits could be spent were overpriced and had low quality food that
wasn't good for meals.
-The dining halls had limited hours. There was no option for me to eat a late breakfast or lunch if I
overslept.
-The meal plans typically give enough for about 12 to 16 meals per week, which is a problem if you
have 3 meals per day.
-The quality of the food in the dining halls is terrible.
permalink context full comments (37)

Downvote Button  by Uselesspokeball in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  4 points 2 months ago 

I know at least of them graduated and is no longer in Illinois.
The mods should both be students or live in the area.
permalink context full comments (35)

Downvote Button  by Uselesspokeball in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  5 points 2 months ago* 

The downvote button should stay. There are plenty of bad questions and troll posts on this subreddit
that should not be on the front page.
Also, I suspect that there is a troll or group of trolls actively working to disrupt this subreddit by doing
things such as mass downvoting. The low quality posts and downvotes were not a significant problem
before last year.
Finally, we should ban persistent trolls such as /u/riboflavins who are contributing to the problem.
permalink context full comments (35)

What's up with this dude?  by subextroll1 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 2 months ago 

Hi Dennis.
permalink context full comments (2)
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sorted by: 

Is this for real?  by blintzmaster in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

What did Dennis do? He deleted at least one of his
comments.
permalink context full comments (2)

It was 10:02PM  (imgur.com)
submitted 2 months ago by GuluOne  to
/r/mildlyinfuriating
comment share

Selling: Peoria Charter Ticket for Sunday, Oct. 12th from
Woodfield (6:30PM) to Armory  by hayoo14 in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

$5?
Last year I got my ticket date changed for free.
permalink context full comments (3)

Suburban Express Coupons  by needsexcouponspls in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 2 months ago 

Use code 60035 to get $4 off a Peoria Charter ticket.
permalink context full comments (2)

IAMA (former) seasonal employee of SubEx. AMA  by
SubExFlyerer in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

I don't see a problem with it. /u/SubExFlyerer is either
Dennis or a troll, and should not be doing an AMA.
permalink context full comments (13)

Chicago to Champaign  by KB-ILL in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  4 points 2 months ago 

An Uber cab-like system can and should be set up for this area. If there is enough interest, I would
love to help create an app for it.
People are always asking for rides, and Champaign-Chicago transporation service is dominated by a
bus company with serious customer harassment and service issues.
permalink context full comments (4)

I was trying to look at the menu  (imgur.com)
submitted 2 months ago by GuluOne  to /r/mildlyinfuriating
1 comment share

Suburban express double standard  by upng in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

Was there something on your ticket or something you did that caused the employee to treat you
differently and prevent you from boarding.
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SubEx has a pattern of refusing service for arbitrary reasons such as being from a certain zip code.
permalink context full comments (10)

Suburban express double standard  by upng in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  3 points 2 months ago 

Agreed.
This sounds a lot like an attempt by Dennis to mess with us, but I'm not 100% sure.
permalink context full comments (10)

Can I stream movies on university wifi/ethernet?  by scottydontknovv in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

I had no issues streaming Netflix movies last year.
permalink context full comments (14)

Spotted a strange Suburban Express ad today. Something doesn't seem right.  by uiucrower in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  7 points 2 months ago* 

We should be careful about posting fake reviews in response, as it will just be furthering Suburban
Express's case that Yelp and people who use it are not legitimate.
The best way to deal with this is getting Yelp's attention so that they can deal with this. I suggest
posting 1 star reviews with a link to what SubEx wrote about Yelp.
permalink context full comments (25)

Spotted a strange Suburban Express ad today. Something doesn't seem right.  by uiucrower in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  7 points 2 months ago 

Suburban Express is wasting resources with its frivolous lawsuits that could be used to help students
such as yourself. Also, their aggressive marketing campaigns are making it difficult for possible
competitors.
By supporting their current Yelp stunt, you are ensuring that they remain in business.
permalink context full comments (25)

Spotted a strange Suburban Express ad today. Something doesn't seem right.  by uiucrower in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  12 points 2 months ago* 

Given how SubEx likes to sue people, it sounds like it is saying: "Give us a 1 star review on Yelp, and
we will sue you".
Dennis has sued for negative Yelp reviews before, and I doubt he is copying Botto Bistro.
Edit: After looking at what Dennis posted about Yelp today, it looks like he is serious.
permalink context full comments (25)

[Serious] What question did you refuse to answer in a job interview?  by t3hcurs3 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

The area where I was looking in has a large number of job openings, so it was doubtful that the
recruiters had a existing connection at a place I was interviewing with.
Also the recruiters all had to follow rules by their employers that prevented them from sending my
resume to a company without talking to me first.
permalink context full comments (2016)

[Serious] What question did you refuse to answer in a job interview?  by t3hcurs3 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

I noticed that it is usually third party recruiters try to ask those kinds of questions.
permalink context full comments (2016)
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[Serious] What question did you refuse to answer in a job interview?  by t3hcurs3 in AskReddit
[–] GuluOne  12 points 2 months ago 

I have interviewed with several third party recruiters that have asked what other companies I'm
interviewing at.
It was an irrelevant question that was only asked so that the recruiters could contact the other
companies.
permalink context full comments (2016)

TIL Comcast disabled fast-forwarding for their on-demand service to force people to watch commercials
by CakemanXtraordinaire in todayilearned

[–] GuluOne  1 point 2 months ago 

Verizon does this too.
permalink context full comments (634)

Recent SubEx news  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 2 points 2 months ago 

/u/gollyolliexx edited his posts.
Here are his original posts: http://imgur.com/E075oFx
After the first edit: http://imgur.com/ytFIjOP
After the second edit: http://imgur.com/WS2ZJMH
permalink context full comments (6)

Recent SubEx news  by GuluOne in UIUC
[–] GuluOne [S] 5 points 2 months ago* 

All the names are hidden. What makes you believe that someone named katherine c wrote a negative
review?
Edit: /u/gollyolliexx is Dennis Toeppen.
permalink context full comments (6)

Recent SubEx news  (self.UIUC)
submitted 2 months ago * by GuluOne  to /r/UIUC
6 comments share

I am a finalist for a scholarship and I need your votes! [Details in comments]  by PleaseVoteForMe in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 2 months ago 

This post makes me not want to vote for you.
permalink context full comments (2)

Best/Most efficient way to get to SW Chicago Suburbs via Public transportation?  by scottydontknovv in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 3 months ago 

https://www.peoriacharter.com/tickets/?mrkt=uofi
A one way ticket is $30.
permalink context full comments (7)

Easiest gen-ed's  by throwaway987989 in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 3 months ago 

CS 473 or ECE 391
permalink context full comments (10)

Unofficial Online Dominion  (self.dominion)
submitted 3 months ago by GuluOne  to /r/dominion
4 comments share
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Stop asking questions that have been asked or you can Google.  by avukamu in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  2 points 3 months ago 

If you think a question should not be on this subreddit, just politely tell the poster, and downvote it.
The posts over the past day complaining are worse than the posts with repetitive questions.
permalink context full comments (5)
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sorted by: 

Looking for someone to code in node.js for big data project.
Compensation commensurate with work.  by [deleted] in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  2 points 3 months ago 

You should give more info.
This currently sounds exactly like the spam I've been
getting from tech recruiters.
permalink context full comments (13)

[meta] what's with all the assholes on this subreddit?  by
sagacioussage in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  20 points 3 months ago 

I think many people are annoyed at the same questions
being repeatedly asked, such as asking for advice on
transferring to CS.
Also, there is a guy who been continually trolling this
subreddit for two years by constantly creating
throwaways to prevent getting banned. His spam posts
have been encouraging more trolls, and have scared
away many new people who were sick of the spam.
permalink context full comments (23)

[meta] what is this rise is retardation levels all of a
sudden?  by [deleted] in UIUC

[–] GuluOne  8 points 3 months ago 

Not sure why you are being downvoted, I agree that we
should be making this subreddit a more welcoming place
for freshmen.
permalink context full comments (14)

[meta] what is this rise is retardation levels all of a sudden?  by [deleted] in UIUC
[–] GuluOne  1 point 3 months ago 

If you don't like the posts, just downvote them and move on.
People who are new to campus should not be expected to know the answer to "obvious" questions
such as the one you posted.
permalink context full comments (14)

TJHSST Ranked Best High School in America by Newsweek  by jw12321 in nova
[–] GuluOne  2 points 3 months ago 

Good move, there were many unhappy students at TJ that went there unwillingly.
permalink context full comments (35)

TJHSST Ranked Best High School in America by Newsweek  by jw12321 in nova
[–] GuluOne  1 point 3 months ago 

As a student from 2006 to 2010, I also noticed a trend towards emphasizing academics, and the trend
seems to be continuing with some of the current policies.
permalink context full comments (35)
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TJHSST Ranked Best High School in America by Newsweek  by jw12321 in nova
[–] GuluOne  1 point 3 months ago 

TJ gave me a great education, and it deserves a spot as one of the top schools in the US.
However, I'm not sure if it can be considered the #1 school in the US.
permalink context full comments (35)

TJHSST Ranked Best High School in America by Newsweek  by jw12321 in nova
[–] GuluOne  1 point 3 months ago 

Agreed,
When I was a student, people took the rankings too seriously and would constantly brag about it.
While TJ is one of the best schools in the country, there is no clear evidence that it is the #1 school in
the county.
I noticed the administration putting significantly more pressure on students and implementing polices
designed to improve rankings after US News ranked TJ #1 in 2007.
permalink context full comments (35)

TJHSST Ranked Best High School in America by Newsweek  by jw12321 in nova
[–] GuluOne  2 points 3 months ago 

They do a good job of showing schools that are among the top in the nation, but I don't think they do
a good job of coming up with exact rankings.
Also, these rankings are a great way for Newsweek to make money.
permalink context full comments (35)
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